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ABSTRACT
While significant time has been spent studying dark matter halos, the environment around halos and the
impact this environment has on structures that pass through it have not been investigated in nearly as
much detail. In this thesis we perform several different studies that are all related to extracting information
from the exteriors of dark matter halos. We study subhalos in clusters and the region outside of their virial
radii, finding that there is additional matter correlated with recently accreted subhalos. We also find that
recently accreted subhalos have stronger correlations with other subhalos than subhalos accreted long ago.
We argue that this could distinguish between different theories of what causes star formation to be quenched
in high-density environments like clusters. We also demonstrate that the caustic feature seen in the density
profile of the exteriors of clusters is indeed related to the splashback radius. In addition, we investigate the
possibility of observing matter that has been stripped by tidal interactions as galaxies enter clusters. We
find that we can indeed detect tidal tails when using full 3D data but cannot do so when we only have access
to projected data. Finally, we study the impact that future accretion has on galaxy-sized halos located near
cluster-sized halos. We find that there is indeed a drop in the accretion rate of future subhalos even outside
of the virial radius of the cluster, but the exact radius where this drop begins is sensitive to the smoothing
scale we use for the local density.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 History of the Halo Model
The current standard model for the evolution of the universe is a cosmological model with dark energy and
cold dark matter known as ΛCDM. In this model, the dark matter of the universe began in a nearly uniform
distribution with small, random perturbations on a range of scales. As the universe evolved, gravitational
instability enhanced these perturbations, forming filaments and halos. The largest dark matter halos, cor-
responding to galaxy clusters, were assembled from a hierarchy of mergers of smaller halos corresponding to
galaxies and galaxy groups.
The theory of cold dark matter was created in response to observations that the rotational velocities
of stars in galaxies are approximately constant at large radii (Rubin et al., 1980). Since the stellar light
distribution in galaxies is centrally concentrated, assuming a constant mass-to-light ratio predicts a v ∝ r−1/2
curve. This observation thus indicated that either Newtonian gravity is incorrect at these scales or that
galaxies must contain about six times as much “dark” matter than can be accounted for with visible stars.
This dark matter must follow an approximately isothermal density profile (ρ ∝ r−2) to account for this
roughly constant rotational velocity at large radii.
Gunn & Gott (1972), investigating spherically symmetric gravitational collapse in Friedmann universes,
established that a nearly isothermal density profile can be produced by gravitational instability. The spherical
collapse model assumes that dark matter halos are formed through the collapse of spherically symmetric
shells with a uniform overdensity inside of the spherical perturbation. Further work with this model found
a range of density profiles between ρ ∝ r−2 and ρ ∝ r−3 depending on the exact assumptions made in
the model (Gott, 1975; Gunn, 1977). In particular, if mass shells are artificially halted at some radius of
maximum expansion called the turnaround radius, the density follows ρ ∝ r−2.25.
This analytic result conflicted with numerical results using spherical shell codes that produced density
profiles ρ ∝ r−3 (Gott, 1975; Pryor & Lecar, 1983). This tension led to further investigation, which showed
that similarity solutions that produce density profiles of ρ ∝ r−2.25 arise naturally in the Einstein de-
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Sitter model, which is a spatially flat matter-dominated model of the universe (Bertschinger, 1985). This
connection between density profiles and cosmology deepened as Hoffman & Shaham (1985) found that when
structure evolves hierarchically from a field of scale-free gaussian perturbations, for a given power spectrum
P (k) ∝ kn, the final virialized halo should have a density profile of ρ(r) ∝ r−γ where
γ =
3(3 + n)
4 + n
(1.1)
for n > −1 and should relax to γ = 2 for −1 > n > −3 in an Einstein de-Sitter model. This produces an
approximately flat rotation curve for −1 > n > −3.
N-body simulations confirmed this prediction (Frenk et al., 1985; Quinn et al., 1986; Barnes & Efstathiou,
1987). Frenk et al. (1985) simulated the formation of galaxy-sized dark matter halos in a flat universe
dominated by cold dark matter (CDM) and found rotation curves that were flat or slightly increasing.
This was consistent with the observations of Rubin et al. (1980) as well as the emerging CDM theory,
which predicted that the effective slope of the power spectrum on the mass scales of galaxies was between
neff ∼ −1.5 and neff ∼ −2.0 (Blumenthal et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1985). This is within the range that
Hoffman & Shaham (1985) found would produce approximately flat rotation curves. However, in these
simulations the rotation curves of galaxies decreased more strongly with radius as vmax, the maximum
circular velocity of a given object, decreased. Quinn et al. (1986) found results that agreed with analytical
predictions for those curves with the largest vmax but that the rotation curves decreased more steeply with
radius as vmax decreased. Further studies were performed to refine these analytic models but resulted in the
same conclusions as before (Hoffman, 1988).
Improvements in technology by around 1990 enabled simulators to begin to study halo density profiles at
small radii as well as large radii. The behavior at small radii is particularly challenging to accurately simulate
due to the significant impact that baryonic effects have at small radii, requiring significant dynamic range.
Early models advocated for a large core where the density is approximately constant as a way to accommodate
the contribution of luminous baryonic matter to the rotation curves of disk galaxies (Blumenthal et al., 1986;
Flores et al., 1993). However, early N-body simulations showed no evidence for a core beyond one created due
to artificial force softening necessitated by computational limitations (Dubinski & Carlberg, 1991; Warren
et al., 1992; Crone et al., 1994; Carlberg, 1994; Navarro et al., 1995b). These simulations instead found a
density profile that slowly transitions from a shallower slope to a steeper slope.
One such density profile, designed to fit elliptical galaxies and bulges, is the Hernquist (1990) profile, for
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which the density profile of a spherical halo is
ρHernquist(r) =
M
2pi
a
r
1
(r + a)2
, (1.2)
where M is the total mass and a is the scale length. Dubinski & Carlberg (1991) found the Hernquist profile
to accurately fit dark matter halos in their N-body simulations. However, they were careful to note that
the density profiles were only fit out to 3.5 times the scale radius rs, where rs = (a
3
sqs)
1/3 with q and s
representing the axial ratios of the halo. They conservatively estimated that the fit was reliable out to about
2rs.
Navarro et al. (1995b, 1996, 1997) found that the Hernquist profile required slight modification to fit
their results at large radii. They proposed a similar profile (hereafter referred to as the NFW profile),
ρNFW(r) =
ρ0
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (1.3)
where ρ0 and the scale radius rs are parameters that vary from halo to halo. This profile was found to match
dark matter halos from a catalog of simulations that they performed over almost four orders of magnitude
in mass. This match held from radii as small as the smoothing scale to radii as large as the virial radius,
demonstrating that the profile is remarkably universal for a wide variety of structures. This profile is still
often used as the standard model for describing dark matter halos, despite the limitations discussed below.
The total mass of the NFW profile diverges unless the profile is truncated at some radius rmax; in this
case, the mass is
M = 4piρ0r
3
s
[
ln
(
rs + rmax
rs
)
− rmax
rs + rmax
]
. (1.4)
The edge of the halo is often defined as rvir, the virial radius (the radius of the region where virial equilibrium
holds), or r200, the radius where the average density within the sphere is 200 times the critical density. In
terms of the concentration parameter,
c ≡ r200
rs
, (1.5)
the total mass of the halo is
M = 4piρ0r
3
s
[
ln(1 + c)− c
1 + c
]
. (1.6)
Despite its success, controversy still persisted over the details of the NFW model. One such controversy
regarded the slope of the density profile at small radii. As simulations improved, systematic deviations at
small radii began to be seen (Moore et al., 1999; Ghigna et al., 2000; Fukushige & Makino, 1997, 2001, 2003).
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These authors found that a density profile where
ρMoore(r) =
ρM
(r/rM )1.5(1 + r/rM )1.5
(1.7)
better fit the density results seen in their simulations near the centers of halos. However, the central density
profile is challenging to accurately reproduce in numerical simulations as it requires high mass, time, and
space resolution. Thus, there was no consensus regarding this modified profile (Klypin et al., 2001; Power
et al., 2003). Some even found that the central density profile may be shallower than r−1 (Subramanian et
al., 2000; Taylor & Navarro, 2001; Ricotti, 2003). Despite these differences, these proposed profiles were all
universal in that two different halos could be rescaled to be indistinguishable from each other, though the
universality of halos was also questioned (Jing & Suto, 2000).
Three-parameter models were proposed as possible solutions to the issue of the varying slope at small
radii. One example is Navarro et al. (2004), who found that the Einasto profile (Einasto, 1965) was a better
fit to the inner density profile of simulated halos. This density profile depends on radius as
ρEinasto(r) = ρ−2 exp
(
− 2
α
[(
r
r−2
)α
− 1
])
, (1.8)
where ρ−2, r−2, and α are parameters that vary from halo to halo. It was initially unclear whether the
superior fit was due to fundamentally different behavior at small radii or the natural improvement one
would expect to gain with a three-parameter model over a two-parameter model. Merritt et al. (2005, 2006)
addressed this question by comparing a three-parameter extension to the NFW profile with the Einasto
profile, finding that the Einasto profile is a significantly better fit. Other authors such as Gao et al. (2008)
and Hayashi & White (2008) agreed with this conclusion and found that the Einasto shape parameter α
depends on the halo mass. This result implies that the mass profile of dark matter halos is not universal;
there is no simple scaling that can be performed on the average profile of cluster-sized halos to fit the average
profile of galaxy-sized halos.
Studies such as Navarro et al. (2010) have since ruled out the possibility of a Moore-style density profile.
Modern simulations find that both the NFW profile and Einasto profile provide a good fit for low-mass halos
(Dutton & Maccio`, 2014; Klypin et al., 2014). However, the NFW profile is a poor fit for larger-mass halos;
Klypin et al. (2014) found that for halos of mass 1014 h−1 M < M < 1.5× 1014 h−1 M, the NFW profile
systematically overestimates the halo concentration. The Einasto profile fits their data with deviations of
less than 1% for relaxed halos.
These profiles contrast with observations of small galaxies (vpeak ∼ 30− 60 km s−1), which have consis-
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tently indicated the central density profile is shallower than those predicted by dark-matter only simulations
on scales of 0.1-1 kpc (Flores & Primack, 1994; Simon et al., 2005; Kuzio de Naray et al., 2010; Oh et al., 2011;
Elson et al., 2010). These observations have proven to be a long-standing challenge to the ΛCDM model,
which has led to the development of alternative theories of dark matter including Warm Dark Matter (WDM)
and self-interacting Dark Matter (SIDM) (Carlson et al., 1992; Spergel & Steinhardt, 2000; Bode et al., 2001;
Zavala et al., 2009) as well as alternative theories of gravity such as MOND (McGaugh, 2005; Gentile et
al., 2011). However, galaxy simulations that include both cold dark matter and baryonic matter can also
create cores in close agreement with those seen in observations (Pontzen & Governato, 2012; Governato et
al., 2012). Some uncertainty still remains due to challenges involved in simulating baryon and dark matter
interactions, as there are significant discrepancies among the variety of feedback schemes used (Scannapieco
et al., 2012).
1.2 Galaxy Quenching and the Exteriors of Galaxy Clusters
Many of the projects discussed in this thesis involve gaining a greater level of understanding of the environ-
ment near clusters but outside of the clusters’ virial radii. The primary interest in this topic comes from
observations that demonstrated that galaxy properties depend on the density of their environment (Oemler,
1974; Davis & Geller, 1976; Dressler, 1980; Postman & Geller, 1984; York et al., 2000). Specifically, galaxies
in high-density environments like groups or clusters have a larger fraction of quiescent galaxies (galaxies
that are no longer forming stars). In contrast, galaxies with a similar luminosity or stellar mass in a more
isolated environment have a larger fraction of galaxies that are still forming stars (Balogh et al., 1997, 2004;
Kauffmann et al., 2004; Blanton et al., 2005). To give a sense of scale, for galaxies in the local universe
with masses near 1010 M, ∼70% of the ones in groups and clusters are observed to be red, which means
that they are no longer forming stars. However, ∼25% of the ones in the field are observed to be quiescent
(Weinmann et al., 2006). This relationship has been observed to persist back to z ∼ 3, which is over 11
billion years ago (Cucciati et al., 2006; Cooper et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2010; Whitaker et al., 2011).
This observed bimodal distribution of galaxy color is believed to be a consequence of star formation in
galaxies being quenched (shut off) by some kind of mechanism. A variety of mechanisms have been proposed
and studied. One possibility is that major mergers between galaxies feed gas into supermassive black holes,
and the energy released by this process disrupts star formation and further growth of the black hole (Springel
et al., 2005; Di Matteo et al., 2005). Another possibility is that the collapse of dark matter halos causes
shocks to form, and these virial shocks heat the gas in galaxies thus preventing them from replenishing their
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supply of cold gas (Keresˇ et al., 2005; Dekel & Birnboim, 2006). Radio-mode feedback from an accreting
AGN as a galaxy grows above a critical mass of Mshock ∼ 1012 M could also contribute towards galaxies not
having enough cold gas to maintain star-formation (Croton et al., 2006; Cattaneo et al., 2006; Gabor et al.,
2011). A process called morphological quenching, where a disk or bar becomes stable against fragmentation
thus preventing the formation of the bound clumps that eventually become stars, could also suppress star
formation (Cole et al., 2000; Martig et al., 2009).
In addition, a wide variety of environmental factors could contribute to quenching. One example is ram
pressure stripping, where the hot diffuse gas in the intra-cluster medium can rapidly strip away a satellite’s
cold gas reservoir as it travels through the galaxy cluster (Gunn & Gott, 1972; Abadi et al., 1999; Quilis et
al., 2000). Another example is strangulation or starvation, where the diffuse gas belonging to a satellite may
become slowly unbound as the galaxy orbits within the host halo, resulting in the gradual quenching of star
formation within a few gigayears (Larson et al., 1980; Balogh et al., 2000; Balogh & Morris, 2000; Kawata &
Mulchaey, 2008). Another possible contributing factor is a process called galaxy harassment, where frequent
high-speed close encounters between galaxies cumulatively cause enhanced tidal effects (Farouki & Shapiro,
1981; Moore et al., 1996, 1998; Boselli & Gavazzi, 2006).
Star formation could also be quenched due to the cessation of gas accretion thus causing star formation
to end due to a diminished fuel supply. van de Voort et al. (2011) established a connection between halo
mass accretion and gas accretion, and it is well-known that galaxies inside of clusters lose mass due to tidal
stripping (Merritt, 1983; Tormen et al., 1998; Kravtsov et al., 2004; Knebe et al., 2006). In contrast, isolated
halos tend to slowly accrete matter from their environment, growing in mass and size.
Incorporating these quenching mechanisms into a coherent framework has allowed for modern theoretical
models to be fairly successful at matching a wide range of galaxy properties (Hopkins et al., 2008a,b; Font
et al., 2008; Somerville et al., 2008; Weinmann et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2011; Bower et al., 2012; Somerville
et al., 2012). However, there are still many notable discrepancies between observations and theoretical
predictions (Fontana et al., 2006; Fontanot et al., 2009; Keresˇ et al., 2009; Dave´ et al., 2011a,b; Lu et al.,
2012; Weinmann et al., 2012; Kauffmann et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2014). One example is the stellar mass
function, which can be well-matched at z = 0 with models that include strong stellar feedback (Guo et al.,
2011; Bower et al., 2012). However, these models result in a higher abundance of lower-mass galaxies at
earlier redshifts (z > 0.5) than seen in observations (Guo et al., 2011; Fontana et al., 2006; Fontanot et al.,
2009).
This issue is further complicated due to the observation that enhanced galaxy quenching extends well past
the virial radius of clusters (Balogh et al., 2000; Verdugo et al., 2008; Braglia et al., 2009; Wetzel et al., 2014).
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It is unclear whether quenching is triggered by an event or if it is a more gradual process. Furthermore,
it is not obvious whether the effect seen on the outside of clusters comes from the cluster influencing its
environment or from halos that pass through their parent cluster and are then observed exterior to that
cluster. Because of the discrepancies between models and observations as well as the outstanding questions
regarding the causes of quenching, the bimodal distribution of galaxy color and star formation is still a
question where a variety of approaches could provide useful information and contribute to understanding
this complex phenomenon.
One important element to this issue is that there is evidence that clusters do influence their environment
outside of their virial radius. Halos can lose mass outside of the virial radii of clusters even though they have
not yet been accreted (Hahn et al., 2009; Reddick et al., 2013; Bahe´ et al., 2013). In particular, Behroozi et
al. (2014) recently found that the peak mass of an infalling halo occurs at ∼1.8Rvir of the final host halo at z
= 0. This roughly corresponds to the radius of ∼1.4Rvir where tidal forces from the future host make orbits
of particles at the virial radius of the infalling halo unstable (Hahn et al., 2009). It is also roughly at this
radius where smooth accretion and minor mergers end (Behroozi et al., 2014). These results demonstrating
that clusters influence their environment outside of their virial radius reinforce the possibility that clusters
could be quenching star formation in galaxies even before these galaxies accrete into the cluster. For this
reason, studying the exteriors of galaxy clusters could provide valuable insight into the unresolved question
of quenching. This particular factor is what motivates many of the projects contained in this thesis.
1.3 The Bolshoi Simulation
We use the Bolshoi simulation (Klypin et al., 2011), a dissipationless cosmological simulation run in a volume
of (250 h−1 Mpc)3 with ∼8 billion particles. It uses a standard ΛCDM cosmology with a Hubble parameter
h = 0.7, dark energy density parameter ΩΛ = 0.73, a total matter density parameter Ωm = 0.27, and a
baryonic matter density parameter Ωb = 0.0469. The initial power spectrum has a normalization σ8 = 0.82
and a tilt ns = 0.95. The simulation uses a dark matter particle mass of 1.35 × 108 h−1 M with a force
resolution of 1.0 h−1 kpc (physical); this resolution allows for subhalos to be followed down to a maximum
circular velocity limit Vcirc ≈ 55 km s−1.
The Bolshoi data set was chosen as it strikes a balance between the need for large numbers of clusters to
improve our statistics and the need to have galaxy-size halos that are very well-resolved. A galaxy-sized halo
of mass M = 1012 M has ∼700 particles in the Bolshoi simulation. The Multidark simulation, a comparable
simulation with the same number of particles but a much larger volume, resolves the same 1012 M halo
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with only ∼80 particles (Riebe et al., 2013). Resolving a halo with this few particles creates notable levels of
noise that could mask the signals that we expect to see. The data are available at the Multidark website1;
more information about the database can be found in Riebe et al. (2013).
1.4 Halo Finding
1.4.1 Techniques Used in Halo Finding
To be able to study the dark matter structures produced in a simulation, these structures must be identified
in a systematic and accurate fashion. Broadly speaking, there are two different techniques used to identify
the halos within a simulation. The first is a technique called “Bound Density Maximum” or BDM. The idea
is first described in Klypin & Holtzman (1997). This technique searches for local density maxima and places
spheres of various radii centered on these local maxima. These spheres are typically based on a specific
density criterion, most often one where the average density inside of the sphere is equal to 200 times the
average density of the universe. An unbinding step is often then applied to remove all particles whose speed
exceeds the escape velocity of the halo. The halos generated from this process are spherical by definition.
The second is a technique called “Friends of Friends” or FOF. The idea is first described in Davis et al.
(1985). This technique connects together all particles that are “linked” together; particles are linked together
if they are within a certain distance called the “linking length” of each other. The centers of these halos
are typically defined as the center of mass of the particles in the halo, often excluding the least-connected
particles. Different linking lengths can be used that correspond to different densities, enabling the technique
to locate substructure. The halos generated from this process are not necessarily spherical.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of the types of halos each method constructs. These two techniques have
led to a vast suite of halo finding routines. Knebe et al. (2011) compared 18 of these routines and found good
agreement between them in a wide variety of cases. In particular, these routines agree to within expected
error bars for properties related to overall halo populations, such as the mass function. However, notable
differences still persisted in certain cases. While the routines largely agreed regarding several fundamental
halo properties such as the bulk velocity, virial mass, and maximum circular velocity for halos and subhalos,
there were large deviations between codes for sub-subhalos. Phase-space halo finders, which are halo finders
that include velocity information as well as position information, were able to successfully locate subhalos
that overlapped with the host halo’s center but were unable to properly calculate the halos’ properties. Many
of these routines were able to locate subhalos with as few as 30-40 particles; phase-space routines were even
1www.multidark.org
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Figure 1.1: These images from the Multidark website1 illustrate the results from a basic BDM halo finder
(left) and a basic FOF halo finder (right). In the left image, the yellow circles represent distinct halos and
the orange circles represent subhalos. Halos are permitted to overlap in the basic BDM scheme, and subhalos
are defined as halos whose centers lie within other halos. In the right image, the small blue circles represent
particles from a dark matter simulation. The yellow, orange, and purple shapes represent FOF groups with
different linking lengths. Substructures are defined as FOF groups that lie completely within their host.
Note that FOF halos are not spherical, nor are FOF groups with the same linking length permitted to
overlap.
able to locate subhalos with as few as 10-20 particles, though the computed halo properties were incorrect
as the list of particles in the halo did not match the artificially constructed test data.
These techniques can produce a halo catalog, which is a list of all of the halos in a timestep of a
simulation and their corresponding properties. However, this only provides information about halos at any
given timestep and does not link together the evolution of the halo through the duration of the simulation.
Connecting halos through multiple timesteps of a simulation requires a structure called a merger tree catalog.
The name is indicative of the fact that halos at late timesteps were formed through accreting other, smaller
halos during the simulation. A single halo could have accreted hundreds of other halos through its evolution,
and a merger tree details the absorption of these smaller halos into larger structures.
The study of the merger and growth histories of galaxies and galaxy clusters was pioneered by Press
& Schechter (1974), who derived an expression for the mass spectrum of virialized objects collapsed by
the gravitational clustering of cold matter from an initial spectrum of gaussian density fluctuations. The
so-called “cloud-in-cloud” problem emerged from this model, where it is expected that smaller objects will
have been subsumed by larger objects by z = 0 thus making it challenging to count the number of low-mass
objects. Improvements to the Press-Schechter model were developed, but this problem remained for some
time (Bardeen et al., 1986). Bond et al. (1991) resolved this issue by constructing catalogs of density peaks
for a range of smoothing scales. They also computed the conditional mass function that related halo masses
at two different times; this result was also independently derived by Bower (1991).
This extended Press-Schechter model was used by Lacey & Cole (1993) to derive a wide range of results
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related to the merging of dark matter halos, such as the instantaneous merger rate as a function of the masses
of the two halos involved. Lacey & Cole (1994) compared their earlier result with a set of N-body simulations
and found that their analytical models fit the numerical results well. The extended Press-Schechter model
also motivated the development of the first merger tree algorithm by Kauffmann & White (1993) as a way
to test the model by using its statistics to randomly generate halo histories. It is this basic structure that
underlies modern merger tree algorithms.
1.4.2 The Rockstar Halo Finder
We use halo catalogs and merger trees generated by the Rockstar halo finder in our analysis (Behroozi et al.,
2013a). The code was designed with the goal of consistent accuracy across multiple timesteps. The Rockstar
halo finder uses the following procedure to generate the halos we used. First, the algorithm uses an FOF-
type method to find overdense regions. However, instead of only incorporating position information, the
procedure looks for particles that are not only spatially close but also share similar velocities. For particles
p1 and p2, the phase-space distance between them is defined as follows:
d(p1, p2) =
( |~x1 − ~x2|2
σ2x
+
|~v1 − ~v2|2
σ2v
)1/2
, (1.9)
where σx and σv are the particle position and velocity dispersions for the given FOF group. The phase-space
linking length is chosen such that a constant fraction (f = 0.7) of the particles are linked with at least one
other particle.
Next, the program builds a hierarchy of FOF subgroups using smaller and smaller linking lengths until
only 10 particles remain at the deepest level of the hierarchy. For each of these subgroups, a seed halo is
generated. Particles are then assigned into each of these structures based on their phase-space distance as
follows:
d(h, p) =
(
|~xh − ~xp|2
r2dyn,vir
+
|~vh − ~vp|2
σ2v
)1/2
, (1.10)
where
rdyn,vir = vmaxtdyn,vir =
vmax√
4
3piGρvir
, (1.11)
σv is the halo’s current velocity dispersion, vmax is its current maximum circular velocity, and “vir” refers to
the virial overdensity. The definition of the virial overdensity used is the one detailed in Bryan & Norman
(1998), where ρvir corresponds to 360 times the background density at z = 0. This process is repeated until
all particles in the original FOF group have been assigned.
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Substructure membership is often ambiguous in halo finding algorithms, as the masses of the halos depend
on which substructure has been assigned to that halo. In the case where two halos of similar mass overlap,
which one of the two halos is the most massive (and thus is considered the parent halo) can depend on how
substructures have been assigned to the two halos. This ambiguity is resolved in the Rockstar algorithm
by temporarily assigning substructure membership not by using halo masses but based on the phase-space
distance calculation in Equation 1.10, treating each halo center like a particle. The phase-space distance to
all other halos with larger numbers of assigned particles is computed, and the halo is then assigned to be a
substructure of the closest larger halo within the same FOF group, if one exists.
This assignment is then checked against the results of the halo catalog from the previous timestep if
one is available. Halos are matched between timesteps by finding the halo in the previous timestep whose
assigned particles have the largest contribution to the current halo core’s particle membership. Parent-
subhalo relationships are then checked against the previous timestep, switching the choice of the host halo
if necessary to preserve the relationship designated in the previous timestep.
Note that the results of this matching linking halos and their progenitors is not the one used in the
merger tree catalog. These temporary relationships are only used to assist in calculating the masses of halos
and subhalos, as particles within subhalos are also included when computing the mass of the parent halo.
Once halo masses are assigned, subhalos are then calculated using the standard definition: halos that are
within rvir of more massive host halos.
The positions of halo centers are then computed by using a subset of particles designed to minimize
the expected Poisson error (σx/
√
N). This is due to an issue highlighted in Knebe et al. (2011), where
computing halo centers based on the average location of all halo particles was determined to be significantly
less accurate than positions determined using the density peak. This inaccuracy is due to the inclusion of
particles at the edge of the halo, as the particle dispersion σx grows to be very large in that region. By
including only a subset of particles designed to minimize the Poisson error, the highest accuracy is achieved.
Halo velocities are a complex issue to handle, as the halo core can have a substantially different velocity
than the rest of the halo. Given that the galaxies hosted by a halo are likely to follow the core of the halo,
the halo velocity is computed using the mean particle velocity within the innermost 10% of the halo radius.
The halo mass is computed using a spherical overdensity threshold of 360 times the background density
at z = 0 to define the virial radius. A single unbinding step is applied for improved accuracy, though due
to the phase-space nature of the FOF groups typically ∼98% of the particles first assigned to the halo are
found to be bound.
More details regarding how other halo properties are computed can be found in Behroozi et al. (2013a).
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1.4.3 Rockstar Merger Trees
While the Rockstar algorithm can create merger trees through matching halos based on which halo in the
next timestep has the maximum number of particles in common, a better method is used to generate the
merger tree catalogs we utilized. We will briefly summarize the technique here; more details can be found
in Behroozi et al. (2013b).
The method begins with the merger trees generated through matching halos based on the technique
discussed above. Then the positions and velocities of each halo are gravitationally evolved from their current
timestep back in time to identify their most likely positions at the previous timestep. As it is expected that
the maximum circular velocity of a halo will change slowly in time, a phase-space distance metric is defined
as
d(e, c) =
( |~xe − ~xc|2
2τ2x
+
|~ve − ~vc|2
2τ2v
+
log10(vmax,e/vmax,c)
2
2τ2vmax
)1/2
, (1.12)
where τx, τv, and τvmax are characteristic errors associated with position, velocity, and maximum circular
velocity. The expected progenitor properties are denoted with a subscript e, and those of the candidate
progenitor are denoted with a subscript c.
This metric d is then used to evaluate whether any given link between a halo and its progenitor is
physically reasonable. Those links with a d larger than a predetermined threshold dbreak are broken. In
addition, those links where the progenitor is not the most-massive progenitor of the descendant halo are
broken. Finally, those links where the virial mass or the maximum circular velocity deviate significantly
from expectations are broken.
All halos without progenitors are now assigned new progenitors according to the metric d, so long as the
best match falls below a predetermined threshold. As a way to account for those halos whose progenitors were
not located by the halo finder for a few timesteps, those without progenitors have a phantom halo created
at the previous timestep using the estimated position and velocity calculated earlier. These phantom halos
are then removed if no progenitor is found within 4 timesteps.
All halos in the previous timestep without descendants in the current timestep are assumed to have
merged into the halo that exerted the strongest tidal field across it at the previous timestep. If the strongest
tidal field is below a set threshold, it is unlikely that the halo was tidally disrupted. In these cases, the halo
is treated as a statistical fluctuation and thus removed from the halo catalogs.
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1.5 Detecting Dark Matter Through Gravitational Lensing
One of the predictions of Einstein’s theory of general relativity is that the trajectory of light bends when
under the influence of a gravitational potential. This effect is called gravitational lensing, and it is one of
the methods used to observe the gravitational potential of objects. In particular, this is one of the typical
methods used to observe the effect of dark matter, as dark matter only interacts through gravity in the
ΛCDM model. Therefore, despite the fact that the data we use comes from a dark-matter only simulation,
it is possible to make gravitational lensing observations to compare with our results.
The bending of light due to gravity was one of the first tests of general relativity. The confirmation that
light grazing the surface of the sun bent at the angle predicted by general relativity was a significant step
towards the theory’s acceptance in the scientific community (Eddington, 1920). Further verification came
from the observation of a multiple-image system where light from a single source was bent so strongly that
multiple light rays reached the observer (Walsh et al., 1979).
The first discoveries of gravitational lensing due to the presence of a galaxy cluster were by Lynds &
Petrosian (1986) and Soucail et al. (1987), who observed ring-like luminous arcs. These arcs were interpreted
as distorted images of background galaxies and verified to be so through redshift measurements of the
arcs (Paczynski, 1987; Soucail et al., 1988). It was realized then that this phenomenon provides a unique
opportunity to study the mass distribution in clusters. However, these strong lensing events are rare as
they require very specific geometries where the lens cluster, the background galaxy, and the observer are all
precisely aligned (Tyson et al., 1990; Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001).
Tyson et al. (1990) pioneered the field of weak gravitational lensing by demonstrating that background
galaxies even without precise alignment are distorted in a statistical fashion by the lensing of the cluster. It
is this statistical impact that defines weak gravitational lensing and differentiates it from strong gravitational
lensing as seen in ring-like arcs. Kaiser & Squires (1993) first derived a formula to determine the mass profile
of a cluster from weak gravitational lensing observations, which was then extended into the strong lensing
regime through a series of papers by Schneider and Seitz (Schneider & Seitz, 1995; Seitz & Schneider, 1995,
1997).
Figure 1.2 sketches the geometry of a typical gravitational lensing system as detailed in Bartelmann &
Schneider (2001). The weak gravitational lensing equations below assume that the impact parameter ξ is
much greater than the Schwarzschild radius of the lens, RS = 2GM/c
2 (Bartelmann & Schneider, 2001).
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Figure 1.2: This image from Bartelmann & Schneider (2001) shows the geometry of a typical gravitational
lensing system. Without lensing, the source would be observed to extend over an angle β. Lensing causes
the light to bend at an angle αˆ, causing the object to appear to extend over an angle θ. Ds, Dd, and Dds
are the distances to the source, to the lens, and between the lens and source respectively.
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Under these conditions, general relativity predicts that the deflection angle
αˆ =
4GM
c2ξ
. (1.13)
As ξ  RS , the deflection angle αˆ  1. The following expressions assume that the incoming light ray
propagates in a straight line in the neighborhood of the lens as if it was not bent. This is analogous to the
Born approximation and equivalent to assuming that the lens bends the light instantaneously.
With this assumption, the total deflection angle imposed by the lens is
~ˆα(~ξ) =
4G
c2
∫
d2ξ′
∫
dr′3δρ(ξ
′
1, ξ
′
2, r
′
3)
~ξ − ~ξ′
|~ξ − ~ξ′|2
, (1.14)
where δρ is the extra density resulting from a mass element dm at a radius ~r = (ξ′1, ξ
′
2, r
′
3) and
~ξ − ~ξ′ is the
impact parameter of the ray relative to this dm. The integration over r′3 can be performed by defining the
projected density
Σ(~ξ) ≡
∫
dr′3δρ(ξ1, ξ2, r3). (1.15)
The deflection angle can then be simplified as
~ˆα(~ξ) =
4G
c2
∫
d2ξ′Σ(~ξ′)
~ξ − ~ξ′
|~ξ − ~ξ′|2
, (1.16)
This expression is valid so long as the deviation of the light ray is small relative to the scale on which
the mass distribution changes. This assumption is true in nearly all astrophysical contexts so long as the
deflecting mass does not extend a significant fraction of the distance from the source to the observer.
With the exception of special geometries where strong gravitational lensing takes place, the effect of
gravitational lensing on the observation of any single galaxy is fairly small. However, there is a statistical
effect that occurs when studying galaxy populations whose observations are impacted by weak lensing. The
weak lensing distortion caused by the lens galaxy is called the tangential shear, γt(R). This shear impacts
e+, the tangential component of the ellipticity relative to the center of the lens. The e× component, the
other component of the ellipticity, should be 0 if the induced shear is only due to gravitational lensing
(Kaiser, 1995; Luppino & Kaiser, 1997). Due to this fact, this component can often provide a useful test for
systematic errors in observations.
For small shears γt(R) is proportional to the change in shape of the lensed galaxy:
e+ = 2γtR+ eint+ , (1.17)
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where e+ is the measured ellipticity of the galaxy in the plane of the sky, e
int
+ is the intrinsic ellipticity of
the source, and R is the “responsivity”: a measure of how much an applied shear changes the observed
ellipticity (Sheldon et al., 2004). This tangential shear is azimuthally averaged over a thin annulus at a
projected radius R from the lens galaxy and then related to the projected surface mass density within the
radius R through the following expression:
∆Σ(R) ≡ Σ¯(R)− Σ(R) = γt(R)Σcrit, (1.18)
where Σ(R) is the azimuthally averaged surface density at the projected radius R and Σ¯(R) is the average
surface density within R, as given by
Σ¯(R) =
2
R2
∫ R
0
Σ(u)udu. (1.19)
The excess surface density ∆Σ is a measure of how much the surface density at a single projected radius
differs from the averaged surface density within that projected radius. In practice, this means that the shear
is unaffected by any constant surface density added to the profile. What matters is the deviation of the local
surface density from the average surface density.
Σcrit is the critical surface density, which depends on the lens geometry via
Σcrit =
(
c2
4piG
)
Ds
DdDds
, (1.20)
where Ds, Dd, and Dds are the angular diameter distances to the source, to the lens, and between the lens
and source respectively.
When observing a subhalo within a cluster, the primary contributions to the lensing signal will be due
to the parent halo and the subhalo on which the profile is centered. At small radii, the subhalo’s mass
will dominate the signal due to the fact that the parent halo’s density is roughly constant in the immediate
vicinity of the subhalo’s center. As R approaches the projected cluster-centric radius, the contribution from
the parent halo becomes dominant due to the high densities at the parent halo’s center. When we are
interested in the contribution solely from subhalos, we use a background subtraction technique to remove
the contribution from the parent halo so that only the contribution from the subhalos remains.
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1.6 Methods
1.6.1 Abundance Matching
To be able to compare results from dark-matter only cosmological simulations to observations, a method
must be constructed to connect the dark matter halos in simulations to the galaxies that are observed in
nature. One technique used to do so is known as abundance matching (Kravtsov et al., 2004; Vale & Ostriker,
2004; Tasitsiomi et al., 2004; Conroy et al., 2006; Behroozi et al., 2010; Moster et al., 2010; Trujillo-Gomez
et al., 2011; Reddick et al., 2013; Hearin & Watson, 2013). The basic assumption behind all of these models
is that there is a monotonic relation between some galaxy property, such as luminosity or stellar mass, and
a halo property, such as mass or maximum circular velocity. That means that each halo or subhalo contains
a single galaxy at its center whose luminosity or stellar mass is uniquely determined by some property of its
host. More sophisticated iterations of these models can include scatter between the halo property and the
galaxy property.
All abundance matching models models determine the mapping through relating the predicted abundance
of halos in a simulation with the observed abundance of galaxies, starting with the most massive halos. In
the case where the volumes of the simulated and observed regions are the same, each halo is mapped one-
to-one with a galaxy. In the more common case where the volume of the observed region is larger than the
volume of the simulated region, each simulated halo is assigned to multiple galaxies. We can illustrate this
in an example by using a simple abundance matching model that connects the galaxy mass with the halo
mass. Using this model, if there is one halo of mass M > 1015 M in a (250 h−1 Mpc)3 simulation, then this
halo corresponds to the most massive galaxy cluster in a similar size region. If the observed region were four
times larger in volume, then this halo corresponds to the four most massive galaxy clusters in that region.
Abundance matching techniques have been able to produce a galaxy population that accurately re-
produces many measured galaxy statistics, including the two-point clustering, the galaxy bias, and the
Tully-Fisher relation (Vale & Ostriker, 2004; Conroy et al., 2006; Vale & Ostriker, 2006; Moster et al., 2010;
Behroozi et al., 2010; Trujillo-Gomez et al., 2011). Furthermore, advances in simulations have allowed for
the model to be tested with better statistics while also resolving lower-mass halos. One such example is
Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2011), who used an abundance matching model with data from the Bolshoi simulation
used in this thesis and found that it could provide a good match to clustering statistics and the Tully-Fisher
relation. While they found a systematic overabundance of dwarf galaxies in the model with Vcirc < 50
km s−1, this is below our range of interest and should have minimal impact on our results.
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For many of the studies performed in this project, we use the maximum circular velocity of a halo or
subhalo as opposed to its mass. For the case of subhalos, we use the peak maximum circular velocity over the
halo’s history. Reddick et al. (2013) performed a study using a variety of abundance matching parameters
and found that their best-fit model to the conditional and group stellar mass functions computed from SDSS
data uses the peak maximum circular velocity over the halo’s lifespan. Alternatives included the mass and
maximum circular velocity; these values were chosen either at z = 0, the moment of accretion, or the peak
value over the halo’s lifespan. The mass, however, is strongly dependent on the exact definition of the halo’s
boundary, particularly in the case of substructure where this definition is complex. This means that any
ambiguity in the boundary of a halo has a dramatic impact on the halo’s mass and thus could influence any
comparisons made. In contrast, the maximum circular velocity is closely related to the properties of the
central region of halos. Furthermore, as galaxies tend to span only the central regions of halos, the maximum
circular velocity is more closely related to the properties of the galaxy hosted by each halo.
1.6.2 The Bootstrap Technique
Proper error analysis is extremely important for all of our studies as we need to be certain that any effect we
see is statistically significant and not an artifact of small data sets. For the situations where one is interested
in computing the variation of the mean of a given quantity in a data set, a typical standard-deviation
estimator can be used. This can then be related to the standard error of the mean through σmean = σ/
√
N ,
where N is the number of points in our data set.
However, this approach has several limitations. First, this assumes that the distribution of values in
the data set is gaussian in shape. If the distribution is non-gaussian, this will give an incorrect estimate of
the standard error of the mean. Furthermore, this method cannot easily accomodate the computation of a
quantity more complex than the mean. If one were interested in computing a model fit to a data set and
finding a confidence interval for the parameters of our model, this simple technique would not work.
A variety of resampling techniques can accommodate these more complex situations. We can compute
a confidence interval for any quantity y(x1, ..., xN ), where x1, ..., xN are the points in our data. Resampling
techniques allow us to create new sample sets (x′1, ..., x
′
N )
i which can then produce new samples y′i. Standard
statistical techniques can then be used on our resulting set of y′i values. These new sample sets are created
by resampling the original data set using a procedure specific to the resampling technique utilized (Efron,
1979).
In particular, the bootstrap method produces subsamples by randomly sampling the data set n times
with replacement, where n is usually equal to the number of points in the data set N . If we are interested
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in computing significance intervals for a data set of size n (which can be useful if we intend to study how
many samples are needed for a significant result), we can choose that as our n so long as n ≤ N .
In the case where every possible sample of size n is chosen from the data set, we can compute the exact
confidence interval as we have a complete set of y′ values. However, this is unfeasible in practice as it scales
as Nn. Instead, one typically computes a large number NS values of y
′ and uses this incomplete set of y′
values to estimate the confidence interval. Depending on the size of the data sets involved and the desired
accuracy of the error bars, NS can vary from 100 to 10,000.
To compute the desired confidence interval, one could compute the standard deviation of the set of y′
values. However, this process assumes that the confidence interval is symmetric around the mean. Instead,
we can compute a confidence interval by excluding the smallest and largest y′ values and using the minumum
and maximum y′ values remaining as the bounds of our confidence interval. For example, if we were interested
in a 95% confidence interval, we could exclude the smallest 2.5% of y′ values and the largest 2.5% of y′ values.
The minimum and maximum of the remaining set would be the bounds of a 95% confidence interval. For the
studies we perform in this paper, assume that all error bars are 68% confidence intervals using this method,
which corresponds to a single standard deviation for a gaussian data set.
1.7 Thesis Outline
In this thesis we approach the question of quenching by studying the environment near halos and subhalos
outside of the virial radius. In Chapter 2, we study subhalos in clusters and the region outside of their virial
radii. We analyze a few different techniques for subtracting the background density around these subhalos
due to the clusters that these subhalos reside in, and find a method of doing so that is both accurate and
able to be replicated in observations. By using this technique to subtract the background density, we find
that excess matter is correlated with these subhalos well outside of the virial radius. Through splitting the
subhalo sample by the time of accretion, we find that this correlated matter disappears within 1-2 dynamical
times. Therefore, it is possible that gravitational lensing could be used to detect the presence or absence of
this correlated matter.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that these correlations are present not only between recently accreted
subhalos and dark matter but also between recently accreted subhalos and other subhalos within the cluster.
Though our results have notable levels of noise, there is an excess of correlated matter that should be
detectable not only through lensing but through observing the correlations between galaxies. This means
that by stacking on galaxies that are still forming stars and galaxies whose star formation has been quenched,
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observers could determine if the galaxies that are still forming stars were accreted more recently than those
whose star formation has been quenched.
We compare the expected results of such an observation if the time of accretion does relate to the
quenching of star formation to the expected results if the redshift of starvation, zstarve, as proposed by
Hearin & Watson (2013), is related to the quenching of star formation. Both of these models give very
different results, and thus an observation like the one mentioned above could distinguish between these two
models. This work has been published in MNRAS (Chamberlain et al., 2015).
In Chapter 3, we study the possible connection between caustic features at the edges of clusters as seen
by Diemer & Kravtsov (2014) in simulations to the turnaround radius: the radius where matter that is
accreting into the halo first starts to turn back around towards the halo after passing through the halo once.
By making this connection, one can study the observed caustic and from it determine a relationship between
the position of this caustic and properties such as the accretion rate. We demonstrate that the two are
indeed linked by showing that the caustic feature heightens when radial velocity filters are applied to the
data that would omit other particles but leave those at the splashback radius (due to their radial velocity
being ∼0). This work was published as part of Adhikari et al. (2014).
In Chapter 4, we study the possibility of observing the matter that is stripped by tidal interactions when
galaxies are accreted into clusters, as stars can be treated as collisionless particles similar to dark matter.
We determine a method of aligning the motion of halos by using the principal axes of clusters that could
be replicated via observations. This allows us to stack together a large number of recently accreted halos
and see if an excess of matter exists along the long axis of the cluster as opposed to other possible axes. We
determine a method of quantifying the excess matter along one axis as opposed to another by binning dark
matter particles in annuli and weighting them by their position relative to 45◦. Using this technique, we
determine that an excess of dark matter particles lies along the axis correlated with accretion compared to
other possible axes. Comparison with randomized pairs of perpendicular axes demonstrates that this excess
is statistically significant.
However, this result came through the use of full 3D data. When we instead look at data generated
by using three possible projections, we cannot find a statistically significant excess along the major axes of
clusters as opposed to the minor axes of clusters. While it is possible that a more advanced simulation with
more particles could provide the statistics necessary to see this signal, the projection effects blend together
the three true principal axes of the cluster when observing the projected cluster and make detection of this
effect impossible with the data we have.
In Chapter 5, we study the impact that future accretion has on galaxy-sized halos near galaxy clusters.
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Behroozi et al. (2014) found that mass loss begins outside of the virial radius; however, there must be a
radius at which the halo’s accretion rate begins to deviate from the accretion rate of a comparable isolated
halo even though it is still accreting mass. We selected two populations of halos whose maximum circular
velocity was similar: one population that will eventually accrete into a cluster-sized halo, and another that
never accretes into any larger structure. We then subselected these future suhalos by their accretion time,
and subselected both by their local density. Through this process we have found a result that strongly
depends on the smoothing scale used for the local density. For a larger smoothing scale, we find that the
accretion rate of future subhalos starts to deviate from that of isolated halos at around r = 3 − 4rvir.
However, for a smaller smoothing scale, we find that the accretion rate of future subhalos starts to deviate
from that of isolated halos at around r = 2rvir. We are currently investigating this issue as we look for
possible systematic effects that could be impacting our results.
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CHAPTER 2
EXCESS CORRELATIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH RECENTLY ACCRETED
SUBHALOS
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned earlier, one of the major ongoing questions in astronomy is the issue of the quenching of star
formation in galaxies. Galaxies in high-density environments like groups or clusters have a larger fraction
of quiescent galaxies than galaxies with a similar luminosity or stellar mass in a more isolated environment
(Balogh et al., 1997, 2004; Kauffmann et al., 2004; Blanton et al., 2005). The prevailing theories attribute
this change to the process of a galaxy being accreted into a galaxy cluster and the internal environment of
the galaxy cluster itself.
One such model is the one introduced in Wetzel et al. (2013), where star formation in an accreted galaxy
exponentially decays after some time tdelay has passed since the galaxy was accreted into a galaxy cluster.
This timescale tdelay is known as the quenching timescale. Multiple groups have found that this quenching
timescale must be about 6-9 gigayears to explain the population of low-mass quiescent satellite galaxies,
which is a significant fraction of the age of the universe (Tinker et al., 2011; De Lucia et al., 2012; Wheeler
et al., 2014).
However, there are other types of models that do not ascribe the quenching of star formation to the
halo’s environment. Watson et al. (2015) matched many of the statistical properties of galaxies, including
the relationship between local density and the fraction of galaxies that are still forming stars, using the “age-
matching” method of Hearin & Watson (2013). This technique is a variant of subhalo abundance matching
techniques where dark matter halos and subhalos are associated with galaxies whose stellar populations
have ages related to the assembly history of the halos and subhalos (Hearin et al., 2014). For a fixed stellar
mass, quiescent galaxies are placed in older halos and actively star-forming galaxies are placed in younger
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halos. This relationship between stellar age and halo age could arise if the transition from fast growth to
slow growth in halos cuts off the supply of gas that fuels star formation (Feldmann & Mayer, 2015).
Hearin and Watson predict that the observed environmental trends are not due to the environment of
a cluster and its surroundings causing star formation to be quenched. Instead, they postulate that halos
and subhalos within high density environments tend to have assembled their mass earlier than those in low
density environments. This method has been able to reproduce the relationship between the local density
and the faction of quiescent galaxies (Watson et al., 2015). This method does not in any way incorporate
physics related to the infall of galaxies into galaxy clusters, and instead is entirely independent of when
the accretion into the cluster occurred. This fact indicates that both approaches, the assembly time theory
proposed by Hearin and Watson and the delay from accretion theory proposed by others, can reproduce the
same observational statistics. These traditional measurements are therefore unable to distinguish between
these two classes of models based on radically different assumptions because of the correlation between
halo assembly and environment (Gao et al., 2005; Dalal et al., 2008). Breaking this degeneracy requires a
fundamentally different approach.
Our approach relies on the fact that galaxies tend to be spatially correlated with each other (Coles,
2002). About ∼30-40% of galaxies enter clusters as part of a galaxy group (Berrier et al., 2009; McGee et
al., 2009). Furthermore, accretion tends to occur along filaments rather than a spherically symmetric fashion
around the cluster. Because of this, galaxies will tend to be correlated with other galaxies as they enter a
cluster. Once inside, tidal forces will unbind galaxy groups and their spatial correlations will decay over a
few dynamical times as the galaxies orbit around the cluster center. These correlations can thus provide an
estimate of how long ago a galaxy population was accreted into a cluster.
Our proposal is that if the quenching of star formation is related to the time of accretion, then those
galaxies that are still forming stars should have stronger correlations than those galaxies whose star formation
has been quenched. Furthermore, it should be possible to place further constraints on these models through
studying these correlations. However, if the quenching of star formation is unrelated to the time of accretion,
then there should be no difference in the correlations between star-forming galaxies and those no longer
forming stars. In this chapter, we explore this proposal in detail as we study the nature of these correlations
and possible ways these correlations could be detected. This chapter is based on work that has been
published in MNRAS and will contain similar material that has been rephrased or restructured for this
thesis (Chamberlain et al., 2015).
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2.2 Data
We use data from the Bolshoi simulation for this analysis; more details about the simulation are given in
Chapter 1.3. The high resolution of the Bolshoi simulation is essential as we only look at those halos that
persist until z = 0, and we must minimize the occurrence of galaxy-sized halos that accrete into a cluster
only to shrink below the resolution limit of the simulation. We use a halo catalog and the merger trees
found using the Rockstar halo finder; more details about this technique are given in Chapter 1.4.1. Unless
otherwise specified, we use subhalo quantities from the snapshot taken at z = 0.
2.3 Method
2.3.1 Halo Stacking
We must choose one of more parameters to categorize the subhalos from the simulation so that we are able
to identify similar subhalos and combine their data. By doing so, the details of an individual system are
averaged away so that the statistical properties of these subhalos can be studied. For this parameter to be
useful observationally, subhalos categorized in this fashion must all contain galaxies with similar properties so
that abundance matching techniques can be applied. As was previously discussed in Chapter 1.6.1, the peak
maximum circular velocity over the halo’s history is the best parameter for abundance matching techniques
like this and is thus the choice we use.
We first select only those subhalos whose present-day parent halos have a mass between 1014 M and
2× 1014 M, as parent halos of different masses will have different sizes and dynamical times. In the case of
subhalos with multiple parents, we use the parent halo with the largest mass. Next, we choose only those
subhalos whose peak maximum circular velocity over its lifetime is between 125 km s−1 to 175 km s−1.
Subhalos with larger peak maximum circular velocities will tend to have entered the cluster as more massive
halos, thus behaving differently with time than those halos that entered with less mass. Note that while
the peak maximum circular velocity does correlate with subhalo mass, our definition is not based on the
subhalo’s current mass or current maximum circular velocity.
Finally, we bin our data based on the cluster-centric radius of each subhalo. Tidal effects will tend to have
a larger impact on subhalos that are closer to the parent halo’s center. As these correlations are created
in-part due to tidal effects, we know that the subhalo’s cluster-centric radius will impact the correlated
matter that remains. When comparing density profiles, we use the 3D cluster-centric radius to determine
the radial bin of each subhalo. While this value isn’t observationally accessible, using this allows us to see
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how this correlation may depend on cluster-centric radius without being impacted by projection effects.
However, for surface density profiles and excess surface density profiles, we use the projected cluster-centric
radius to determine the bin for each subhalo. The advantage of using this quantity is that unlike the 3D
cluster-centric radius, it is possible to observe the projected cluster-centric radius of a galaxy relative to the
center of a galaxy cluster.
2.3.2 Methods of Background Subtraction
We are interested in detecting correlations between subhalos and matter as well as subhalos with other
subhalos within a parent halo. However, clusters are naturally dense environments, and thus simply being
within a parent halo will create a substantial correlation. As we are only interested in the extra correlations
that come from the presence of the subhalo, we need a method that allows us to subtract off this “background”
density so we can see only the excess correlation associated with the subhalo.
We experimented with a few different methods to do this. For the first method, we begin by computing
a spherically averaged density profile for each parent halo around the parent halo’s center, giving us a ρ(r).
Next, we generate a background density profile for each subhalo by offsetting this parent density profile
by the subhalo’s cluster-centric radius. This then gives us a background density profile for each subhalo,
ρ(r, θ, φ). We then integrate this profile over theta and phi to give us a spherically averaged background
density profile around each subhalo. Finally, this background density profile is subtracted from a density
profile centered on each subhalo that is radially averaged around that subhalo.
The second method proceeds as follows. We generate the subhalo density profiles as normal: we bin
particles around each subhalo based on their distance from that subhalo’s center, which gives us a spherically
averaged profile. These subhalos are then binned into cluster-centric radii bins: for example, subhalos that
are between 200 and 400 kpc from the cluster’s center. To generate a background density profile, we choose
a number of random points that are within that cluster-centric radius bin: for example, points that are
between 200 and 400 kpc from the cluster’s center. We then compute the density around these random
points using the exact same procedure used to compute the density around the subhalo center and average
the resulting densities. This average is then used as the background density for all subhalos within that bin.
These two methods, however, have several disadvantages. First, it computes a true average density for
each radii. However, the subhalos we are interested in within a parent halo will contribute to this average
density, thus overestimating the background density at any given radius. Second, it assumes spherical
symmetry. Cluster-sized halos will not necessarily be exactly spherically symmetric. Third, this quantity
cannot be computed for observed halos due to projection effects, as there is no way to accurately determine
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a three-dimensional density profile for an observed halo.
Our preferred method is a third one, which is based on a technique used by Pastor Mira et al. (2011).
First, we compute the cluster-centric radius D between the parent halo’s center and the subhalo’s center.
We then choose the point that is a distance D from the parent halo’s center but on the opposite side of
the the parent halo’s center from the subhalo’s center. For example, a parent halo centered at the origin
with the subhalo at the point (+D, 0, 0) would have an opposite point at (−D, 0, 0). We compute a radial
density profile using this opposite point as the center which acts as an estimate of the contribution of the
parent halo to the subhalo’s density profile. This technique will henceforth be referred to as the “opposite”
background subtraction method.
This method has the disadvantage that it is dependent on the density centered around a single point
per halo, so statistical noise will be a larger factor. However, it has several notable advantages. The most
important one is that it is observationally accessible; one can apply this method to the projected subhalo and
projected antipode to compute their projected density and opposite density profiles. The second advantage
is that the subhalo itself will have a negligibly small impact on the density computed in the background
density profile. In this case, the subhalo is part of a much larger volume as it is a distance 2D away from the
center, which better matches the ideal case where the subhalo itself has no contribution to the background
density profile. Finally, the third advantage is that it partially accounts for the halo not being spherically
symmetric. As long as the halo is symmetric across a plane that evenly bisects the halo into the side with
the subhalo and the side with the opposite point, the impact of the asymmetries is minimized. So even if
the parent halo is stretched along an axis, as long as that stretching is even on both sides of the halo this
background density estimator will be accurate. This is the method we will use to compute the background
density for all plots in this Chapter. We found that the excess we observe was present independent of our
choice of background subtraction technique, so our conclusions are robust to different methods of computing
the background.
2.3.3 Data Analysis
The data are split into 150 radial bins that are logarithmically evenly spaced between 1 kpc and 103 kpc
of the stacked subhalo centers. The innermost bin is the one exception to this even spacing, with its left
bound set equal to 0 kpc to ensure that all particles are included in the density profile. However, to avoid
clutter, on density, surface density, and excess surface density plots we only show symbols and error bars
for every sixth data point. The points are chosen in a staggered fashion to reduce the overlap between error
bars so that the plots are easier to read. The error bars are computed using the bootstrap method discussed
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in Chapter 1.6.2 with 10,000 random iterations. Furthermore, note that the errors in the profile are strongly
correlated with each other, which results in a relatively smooth mean despite larger error bars. Finally, when
projecting the data to create surface density or excess surface density profiles, the data are projected across
the x-y plane of the Bolshoi simulation.
2.4 Correlated Matter Beyond the Tidal Radius
One might expect that subhalos in a cluster-sized parent halo would have no additional matter correlated
with them past their tidal radii, as tidal effects would strip away any correlations that existed at the time
of accretion. However, this is incorrect because a large fraction of galaxies in clusters have not been inside
of their hosts for many dynamical times (White et al., 2010; Cohn, 2012). Massive clusters tend to have
assembled a large fraction of their mass relatively recently, which means that many of the galaxies inside of
a cluster were recently accreted. In addition, the dynamical time inside of a cluster can be many gigayears,
and thus a large fraction of the age of the universe. This is particularly true at large cluster-centric radii.
This means that the correlations have not had time to completely decay away, thus leading to observable
spatial correlations of galaxies within clusters (Cohn, 2012).
This can be seen in Figure 2.1, which plots the mean dark matter density profile and the mean number
density profile of neighboring subhalos for a certain choice of cluster-centric radius. Note that both of these
profiles are centered on the stacked subhalos and not on the center of the clusters. The red curve represents
the total dark matter density / subhalo density profile centered on the stacked subhalos. As mentioned
in Chapter 2.3.2, this is not the quantity that we are interested in. Because the subhalos are in a cluster
environment, there will naturally be dark matter and other subhalos nearby. This signal is not associated
with the presence of the stacked subhalos themselves and as such needs to be removed. We thus use the
“opposite” method, as described in Chapter 2.3.2, to subtract the signal that comes from being in the cluster
environment. This is represented by the green curve in the plots. Note that this curve is remarkably flat,
as this is comparable to the mean density profile of the clusters themselves spherically averaged around
the stacked subhalos. The density at this radius does not change quickly on these scales. Furthermore,
as this is spherically averaged around the stacked subhalo centers, the regions of increasing density are
compensated for by regions of decreasing density. This is one further reason why the background density
curve is remarkably flat. There is a small increase in the background density as the radius approaches the
cluster-centric radius of the stacked subhalos, as the spherical shell now starts to include the high-density
region of the clusters’ centers. We do not trust our result once the radius reaches the cluster-centric radius
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Figure 2.1: Stacked profiles centered on subhalos with a peak maximum circular velocity between 125
km s−1and 175 km s−1, a cluster-centric radius between 400 kpc and 600 kpc, and a parent halo mass
between 1014 M and 2 × 1014 M. The left image shows the mean mass density profile centered on the
stacked subhalos. The red curve shows the density profile including all particles, the green curve shows a
background profile estimated using the mean profile centered on the antipodal point for each subhalo, and
the blue curve shows the difference between the red and green profile. This difference profile corresponds
to the mass that is part of the subhalo itself as well as the excess mass on the subhalo’s exterior that is
correlated with the subhalo. The N in the legend indicates the number of subhalos that were stacked. The
right image is similar to the left, but instead plots the mean number density of other subhalos rather than
the mean mass density. Downward-pointing arrows indicate upper limits, which indicate points that are
1-σ consistent with zero. The tidal radius is expect to fall somewhere near the intersection of the blue and
green curves on the density plot, which is around 50 kpc for this case. Therefore, material at even larger
distances (r > 100 kpc) isn’t bound to the subhalo and thus represents excess matter that is correlated with
the subhalos.
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Figure 2.2: Difference profiles for the same subhalos as Figure 2.1, now split by the redshift of accretion. The
left image shows the mean mass density profile as a function of distance from the stacked subhalo centers.
Those most recently accreted (represented by the red points) show significant amounts of correlated mass
outside of the tidal radius, whereas those accreted before z = 0.75 (represented by the blue points) show
very little correlated unbound mass. The right image shows the mean number density profile of nearby
subhalos. This appears to be consistent with the trend seen in the density profiles, though the error bars
are larger due to the fact that there are significantly fewer subhalos in the simulation than there are dark
matter particles. In the right image, downward-pointing arrows indicate upper limits, which indicate points
that are 1-σ consistent with zero.
of the subhalos, as past that point the background density will start to contain some of the excess matter
associated with the stacked subhalos.
After subtracting this background density from the total density, what remains is the extra dark matter
density / subhalo density that comes from the presence of the stacked subhalos. Figure 2.1 illustrates that
there are significant correlations between subhalos and mass as well as subhalos and other subhalos that
persist to large radii. Because there are many more dark matter particles in the simulation than subhalos,
the error bars are larger when looking at the number density of subhalos compared to the dark matter
density.
We can use the Hill radius, the outermost radius where the object is gravitationally dominant, as an
approximation to the tidal radius to ensure that the excess seen at large radii is on the exterior of the stacked
subhalos (Chebotarev, 1965). The Hill radius occurs when the density associated with just the subhalos
(the blue curve) intersects the background density (the green curve). For the case shown in Figure 2.1, the
Hill radius is ∼50 kpc, which indicates that the excess seen at large radii extends far beyond our estimated
average boundary of the stacked subhalos.
The presence of these significant correlations outside of the tidal radius implies that many of the subhalos
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in our sample have been in their host halos for a short time compared to the dynamical time. Figure 2.2
verifies this implication by splitting our subhalo sample based on zacc, the redshift when each subhalo entered
its z = 0 host halo. As illustrated in the figure, the profile created by stacking only those subhalos that
accreted into their present day parent halo at a redshift greater than z = 0.75 has no significant correlations
far beyond our estimated Hill radius. However, the profile created by using only those subhalos that were
recently accreted (0.75 > zacc) still shows significant correlations past the Hill radius. This comparison
thus indicates that the excess observed in the combined sample (Figure 2.1) is due to the recently accreted
subhalos.
We can estimate the dynamical time as the orbital timescale for a circular orbit at that radius, finding
tdyn(r) ≈ torbit = 2pir
vcirc
=
2pir√
GM/r
. (2.1)
If we assume that the density profile of the parent is nearly isothermal (ρ(r) ∝ ρ0r−2), M(r) ∝ ρ0r ∝ ρ(r)r3.
This means that the dynamical time is approximately
tdyn(r) ≈ 2pir√
Gρ(r)r2
=
2pi√
Gρ(r)
. (2.2)
The background density at this location (r ∼ 500 kpc) is approximately 3× 104 M/kpc3, which results in
a dynamical time tdyn(r) ≈ 7 Gyr. This corresponds to a lookback redshift of z ≈ 0.75. Figure 2.2 thus
demonstrates that only those subhalos that have been in their parent for less than a dynamical time retain
statistically significant correlations with material outside of their tidal radius.
Figure 2.3 reproduces the density profile of Figure 2.2 but for three different choices of cluster-centric
radius bins: 300-500 kpc (top), 500-700 kpc (middle), and 700-900 kpc (bottom). The pair of vertical black
lines on each plot represents the distance associated with the cluster-centric radius bin, as we do not trust
our results at this radius and larger. Each of the bins has a slightly different estimated dynamical time and
Hill radius associated with them, yet in all cases the correlated material disappears at larger radii for those
accreted before z = 0.75.
This trend has been seen in the 3D density profiles, but observations can only detect surface density
profiles projected across the plane of the sky. Projection effects mix together subhalos of different radii in
each cluster-centric radius bin; for example, a bin of 300-500 kpc in projected cluster-centric radius could
include halos at 3D cluster-centric radii of 500 kpc or more. We do not anticipate that this will change
the trends that we see, as Figure 2.3 demonstrated that this effect is visible for a variety of cluster-centric
radii. Figure 2.4, which uses projected cluster-centric radii rather than cluster-centric radii, verifies this by
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Figure 2.3: Stacked profiles centered on subhalos with a peak maximum circular velocity between 125
km s−1 and 175 km s−1 and a parent halo mass between 1014 M and 2 × 1014 M. Each pair of images
corresponds to one of three cluster-centric radius bins: 300-500 kpc (top), 500-700 kpc (middle), and 700-
900 kpc (bottom). The pair of vertical black lines on each plot represents the distance associated with the
cluster-centric radius bin; we do not trust our results at this radius and larger. The trends observed in
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 still hold for this wide range of radii.
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Figure 2.4: As Figure 2.1, except as a function of projected radius instead of 3D radius. Subhalos are binned
by their projected cluster-centric radius. The excess observed in Figure 2.1 is still present.
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Figure 2.5: As Figure 2.2, except as a function of projected radius instead of 3D radius. Subhalos are binned
by their projected cluster-centric radius. The excess observed in Figure 2.2 for the recently accreted halos
is still present.
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displaying the excess outside of the virial radius seen in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.5 demonstrates that even in
projection, when split by their accretion redshift, those subhalos that were recently accreted show an excess
of correlated matter outside of their virial radii whereas those that were accreted before z = 0.75 show
little correlated matter outside of their virial radii. Figure 2.6 demonstrates that there is still an excess of
correlated material for recently accreted subhalos for a variety of projected cluster-centric radii, similar to
what is seen in Figure 2.3.
2.5 Quenching Models and Resulting Correlations
The results we have shown indicate a test of environmental quenching models for satellite galaxies. By
measuring the correlations between subhalos, we can determine the fraction of satellite galaxies that have
been inside of their hosts for at least a dynamical time. If these observations are confined to regions within
clusters where the local dynamical time is less than the 6-9 gigayear quenching timescale found by several
groups (Tinker et al., 2011; De Lucia et al., 2012; Wheeler et al., 2014), we can determine the fraction
of quiescent galaxies that were quenched by their current host cluster. For cluster-szed halos with masses
of M ≥ 1014 M, this fraction is expected to be large. If this is indeed the case, then there should be
correlations between subhalos similar to the ones seen in the oldest subset of Figure 2.2. If quenching is
unrelated to the infall of galaxies into galaxy clusters, then the galaxy-galaxy correlations for quiescent
galaxies and star-forming galaxies should be nearly identical.
To further emphasize this point, we repeat the analysis that led to Figure 2.2 but with different age
estimates instead of zacc, the redshift when each subhalo entered its z = 0 host halo. Figure 2.7 shows two
examples. The images on the left use the redshift when a subhalo enters any host (zsub) as an age estimate,
which would correspond to a model where all quenching of star formation is associated with infall into a
more massive host. The images on the right use zstarve from Hearin & Watson (2013) as an age estimate,
which would correspond to a model where the quenching of star formation is not associated with infall into
a more massive host. Instead, zstarve is defined as the oldest of three possible ages: zW , the formation
redshift defined in Wechsler et al. (2002), zsub, the first redshift the subhalo enters any host, and z12, the
redshift when the halo reaches a mass of M = 1012 M. We computed zW by fitting the mass accretion
histories of the halos to the form M(z) ∝ e−αz. As the model assumes that these halos are isolated, we
use only the halo’s mass history between its formation and its peak mass. We then converted α into zW
by ac = α/S and zW = 1/ac − 1, as per Wechsler et al. (2002). For the vast majority of halos in our
sample, zstarve = zW . For each of the two age estimates, we select the 25% oldest halos at each radius and
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Figure 2.6: As Figure 2.3, except as a function of projected radius instead of 3D radius. Subhalos are binned
by their projected cluster-centric radius. The trends observed in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 still hold for this
wide range of radii.
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Figure 2.7: The images on the left use a subhalo sample with the oldest quartile of zsub, the redshift when
each object became a subhalo within any host (not necessarily its host at z = 0). The images on the right
use a subhalo sample with the oldest quartile of zstarve from Hearin & Watson (2013). The top images show
the density profiles as a function of radius for three ranges of cluster-centric radii. The middle images show
the projected density profiles as a function of projected radius for three ranges of projected cluster-centric
radii. The bottom images show the cumulative distribution of zacc, the redshift when each subhalo entered
its current (z = 0) host. Solid curves correspond to bins based on 3D cluster-centric radius, whereas dashed
curves correspond with bins of projected cluster-centric radius. The horizontal bars indicate an estimated
range of 1-2 dynamical times for each radius.
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compute their background-subtracted stacked density profiles. This oldest quartet of halos represents those
that would be observed to be no longer forming stars if this age parameter was related to quenching. The
bottom images show the distribution of zacc, the redshift when the subhalos entered their z = 0 hosts.
For the case when we split by zsub, we expect that the correlations will be present for halos of large
radii but absent for halos of small radii. Recall that in Figure 2.3, the subhalos with a cluster-centric radius
between 700 and 900 kpc were largely accreted after a z = 0.75. Of the subhalos in that subset, 107 were
accreted before z = 0.75 and 824 were accreted after z = 0.75. Thus, a sample of the oldest quartile of halos
would contain roughly half that were accreted before z = 0.75 and half that were accreted after z = 0.75. In
contrast, the subhalos with a cluster-centric radius between 300 and 500 kpc have a much larger proportion
of halos that were accreted before z = 0.75. Of the subhalos in that subset, 237 were accreted before z = 0.75
and 533 were accreted after 0.75. Thus, a sample of the oldest quartile of halos would contain solely halos
that were accreted before z = 0.75. This is corroborated by the cumulative distribution seen in 2.7, where
subhalos with a cluster-centric radius of 300-600 kpc have mostly been in their present-day parent halos for
1-2 dynamical times. This leads towards an absence of the excess correlated matter. However, the subhalos
in the other two cluster-centric radius bins have not been in their parents for 1-2 dynamical times, which
means that the excess correlated matter remains.
For the case when we split by zW , we expect that the correlations will be present for halos of all radii
as we expect no connection between zW and zsub. This is indeed the behavior seen in Figure 2.7. This is
corroborated by the cumulative distribution, as nearly all of the subhalos in every cluster-centric radius bin
have not been in their present-day parent halo for 1-2 dynamical times. At large cluster-centric radii, the
qualitative behavior seen in the two density profiles is nearly identical. However, for small cluster-centric
radii, the correlations with unbound matter vanish when looking at the oldest fourth by zacc, but are still
present when we look at the oldeset fourth by zW . The excess correlated matter in the projected surface
density profiles vary in a significant fashion with radius when split by zsub, but are statistically identical
when split by zW . This demonstrates that observing the spatial correlations between satellite galaxies can
constrain the amount of time that a population of satellites has resided inside of their present-day hosts,
which can distinguish between classes of models that link quenching with accretion and those models where
quenching is unrelated to accretion.
Due to the limited number of subhalos in the Bolshoi simulation, it was not possible to look at the
subhalo-subhalo correlation function directly for the oldest quartile of halos, as the sample was too small
to produce statistically significant results. High-resolution simulations like MDPL (Klypin et al., 2014)
may be able to resolve the subhalo-subhalo correlation function for such subsamples directly. However,
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the connection we have demonstrated between an excess in the subhalo-matter correlation function and an
excess in the subhalo-subhalo correlation function is encouraging evidence that the trend seen in Figure 2.7
holds for the subhalo-subhalo correlation function as well.
Observations should have no such limitations as upcoming surveys likes the Dark Energy Survey (DES)
and the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) will observe a much larger volume than the Bolshoi simulation, meaning
that there will be a much larger number of satellite galaxies in the sample (The Dark Energy Survey Col-
laboration, 2005; Miyazaki et al., 2012). For example, while the samples used in Figure 2.7 contained about
∼300 halos, the existing Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) DR8 redMaPPer catalog contains more than 100
times as many satellite halos with comparable host masses and cluster-centric radii to the samples used here
(Rykoff et al., 2014). It is therefore quite likely that the excess in the subhalo-subhalo correlation function
will be able to be measured with much higher precision in observational surveys rather than simulations.
2.6 Excess Surface Density Profiles
It is also possible to detect the excess correlated matter through weak gravitational lensing observations.
Figure 2.8 demonstrates that the same background subtraction technique can be applied to the excess surface
density profiles from shear observations to find the shear profile that comes solely as a result of the presence
of the stacked subhalos. This shear profile has a statistically significant difference both inside and outside
of the Hill radius of the stacked subhalos. The difference on the interior comes from the impact that tidal
forces have on the density profile, causing its slope to be steeper thus causing the shear to be shallower. The
difference on the exterior comes from the presence or absence of matter correlated to the stacked subhalos
outside of the virial radius. Figure 2.9 shows that this trend is fairly consistent, independent of the projected
cluster-centric radius of the stacked subhalos.
Due to resolution limitations, the difference seen here is unlikely to be detectable by SDSS, though LSST
should be able to detect it (Li et al., 2013). In contrast, the subhalo-subhalo correlation can be detectable
by SDSS and is thus our best candidate for observing this excess correlated matter.
2.7 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that there is an excess of matter correlated with subhalos in a cluster. By subtracting
the background density of the cluster, it is possible to detect the presence of this excess. As this excess is
only present for subhalos that have recently been accreted, the presence or absence of this excess can indicate
how long the subhalo has been in its present-day parent halo. Subhalos that have been in their parent halo
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Figure 2.8: Profiles for the same subhalos as Figure 2.1. The top-left image shows the density difference
profile with the top-right image showing the shear profile. The red curve includes all particles, the green
curve shows a background profile estimated using the mean profile centered on the antipodal point for each
subhalo, and the blue curve shows the difference between the red and green profile. The bottom images
show the difference shear profile split by zacc, the redshift when each subhalo entered its z = 0 host halo.
The image on the bottom right highlights the difference at large radii, with black lines representing the
boundaries of the cluster-centric radius bin.
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Figure 2.9: As Figure 2.6, except showing the excess surface density profiles for each of the three cases.
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for less than ∼1-2 dynamical times show significant correlations with unbound matter, contrasting those
subhalos that have been in their parent halo for longer than ∼1-2 dynamical times. This excess correlation
is seen not only in the subhalo-matter correlation function, but also the subhalo-subhalo correlation function.
Therefore, satellite clustering measurements can constrain models of quenching, as quenching is related to
infall for some models but entirely unrelated for others.
The constraints these proposed measurements could find are not specific to any single model for the
quenching of star formation, but instead distinguish between classes of models. If there is significant subhalo-
subhalo correlation beyond the tidal radius for satellite galaxies that have been quenched for longer than
the dynamical time, then quenching could not have been caused by entering galaxy clusters. One advantage
of this approach is that it is independent of the detailed physics of quenching. In addition, the constraints
derived from this approach are stronger for those models with a delay time between infall into a cluster
and the quenching of star formation, as quenched galaxies would have spent more time in the clusters and
thus have been subject to the clusters’ tidal effects. As multiple groups have found that this quenching
timescale must be about 6-9 gigayears to explain the population of low-mass quiescent satellite galaxies, this
strengthens the expected constraints derived from our approach (Tinker et al., 2011; De Lucia et al., 2012;
Wheeler et al., 2014).
Both existing and upcoming surveys should have the sensitivity needed to measure the clustering signal
demonstrated in this chapter. For example, the survey volumes of both SDSS and DES are significantly
larger than the volume simulated in the Bolshoi simulation used to generate these results. It is possible
that the limitations of broad-band photometry means that spectroscopic data will be needed to select the
samples appropriately. For example, if quenched galaxies cannot be distinguished from dusty, reddened
star-forming galaxies, then the difference in the stacked profiles between the “old” and “young” galaxies will
be diminished. Furthermore, line of sight interlopers could also dilute the signal if they are mistaken for
old cluster members, as they would not have been subject to the significant tidal forces within the cluster.
Spectroscopic data may be needed to avoid these issues.
Future work with larger simulations could improve the statistics on the excess and thus allow more
age bins, which would make it possible to better determine the precise timescale on which this correlated
excess disappears. The better statistics from future work with larger simulations would also better resolve
the excess seen in the subhalo-subhalo correlation function and thus allow for the possibility of producing
figures similar to Figure 2.7 for this correlation. Furthermore, future work with these improved statistics
could analyze the precise impact that a delay timescale between accretion and quenching would have on this
subhalo-subhalo correlation function.
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CHAPTER 3
THE SOURCE OF CAUSTIC FEATURES
AT THE EDGES OF CLUSTERS
3.1 Introduction
While significant work has been done on the interior structure of halos, the exteriors of halos are not as well
understood. Diemer & Kravtsov (2014) studied the density profiles of dark matter halos, focusing on the
outer regions of the halos. They found that the steepest slope occurs at a radius of about r ≈ R200m, where
R200m is the radius where the average density inside is equal to 200 times the mean matter density of the
universe. This behavior is inconsistent with the NFW and Einasto profiles discussed in Chapter 1.1 that are
typically used to model dark matter halos. They also found a relationship between the positioning of this
caustic feature and the accretion rate of the halos, providing a fitting formula for its location as a function
of the accretion rate.
Diemer & Kravtsov (2014) argued that the caustic is associated with the splashback radius, which is
the radius where accreted matter first reaches an orbital apocenter before beginning to once again move
towards the cluster’s center. They predicted the position of the caustic based on the assumption that it
is associated with the splashback radius and found that their prediction is consistent with their simulation
results. This consistency suggests that the caustic feature is related to splashback. However, we argue that a
more definitive connection can be drawn through filtering particles by the magnitude of their radial velocity
and comparing the resulting density profiles. As the particles at the splashback radius should have radial
velocities near zero, we expect that the caustic feature should be magnified by this filter. This chapter is
based on my contribution to work that has been published in JCAP and will contain similar material that
has been rephrased or restructured for this thesis (Adhikari et al., 2014).
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Figure 3.1: This figure plots the radial velocity vs. cluster-centric radius of particles near a single cluster-
sized halo. Halos that enter the cluster tend to follow the path indicated by the arrows as they accrete into
the parent halo.
3.2 Connecting the Caustic Feature to Splashback
For this analysis, we chose to use data from the Bolshoi simulation. The Multidark simulation covers a
much larger region, which would give us a larger number of halos to work with. However, because the total
number of particles is the same in both simulations, each halo would be much more poorly resolved. As this
analysis is dependent on particle counts, both simulations should give us comparable statistics. The Bolshoi
simulation is thus a suitable choice.
We first demonstrate the position of the splashback radius relative to the center of the halos involved by
plotting the radial velocity vs. cluster-centric radius of particles in and around the clusters, as particles at
the splashback radius should have velocities that are approximately zero. Given that no two halos are exactly
alike, it is sensible to scale both these quantities by each cluster’s maximum circular velocity and virial radius.
Both of these quantities are obtained from the Rockstar halo catalog. We only look at halos that have a
virial mass of at least 1014 M, as the effect is strongest in cluster-sized halos. To avoid redshift-dependent
behavior, we solely use data from z = 0. The bins used in the figures are of size 0.01 Vrad/Vmax × 0.01 R/Rvir
unless otherwise specified.
Figure 3.1 demonstrates the path that accreted halos will follow. They begin on the right hand side and
follow the path of the first arrow, their radial velocity becoming more and more negative as they approach
the cluster. As a halo passes the cluster’s center, its velocity flips sign and becomes positive as the halo moves
away from the cluster’s center along the path of the second arrow. The halo then reaches the splashback
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Figure 3.2: This figure plots the radial velocity vs. cluster-centric radius of particles near two single cluster-
sized halos. The vertically oriented shapes seen in the images are individual halos and subhalos in the region
of interest, and do not represent an overall trend.
radius at Vrad ≈ 0 and R ≈ 1.5 Rvir. Finally, the halo starts moving back towards the cluster, following
arrow 3. In most cases, the halo enters the cluster at this point and begins to virialize.
However, for many individual halos this path is not clearly visible. Therefore, studying individual halos
will not allow us to make definitive statements about trends in the population due to the unique circumstances
around each halo. Figure 3.2 demonstrates this by plotting the radial velocity vs. position for two cluster-
sized halos from our catalog. The image on the left is of the same cluster shown in Figure 3.1, where clear
paths are still seen. However, the image on the right shows a more typical cluster, where paths cannot
clearly be defined without having seen the halo on the left. Note the presence of vertically oriented ovular
shapes: these are individual halos and subhalos near the cluster of interest. Their presence is unique to this
individual halo, as other clusters will have different halos and subhalos in their vicinities. The only way to
smooth this out is by stacking over a large number of halos so that only the overall trends remain.
Figure 3.3 shows the average behavior by plotting the mean of all halos with a mass of at least 1014 M.
There are two distinct shapes in this image. The rounded shape on the left represents particles that are
in orbit around the cluster. The rightmost boundary of this shape at Vrad = 0 represents the average
turnaround radius for these halos. The narrow band that starts below the cluster at around R = Rvir and
trends upward as it extends to the right represents the particles that are falling into the cluster and are not
yet in orbit.
We now turn our attention to the caustic feature seen in Diemer & Kravtsov (2014). We replicate
their method as much as possible to provide a useful comparison. We bin particles in 80 logarithmically
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Figure 3.3: This figure plots the mean radial velocity vs. cluster-centric radius of particles for all cluster-sized
halos. The shape on the left represents particles that are either part of the cluster or in orbit around the
cluster. The narrow band on the right represents particles that are in the process of falling into the cluster.
spaced bins between 0.05 Rvir and 10 Rvir, disregarding their Vrad. The caustic feature is seen in a plot of
dlogρ/dlogr, which means that a smoothing algorithm must be used to avoid the derivative being dominated
by numerical noise. We use a fourth order Savitzky-Golay smoothing algorithm over the 15 nearest bins
(Savitzky & Golay, 1964). This is identical to the smoothing method used in Diemer & Kravtsov (2014),
though we do not use a special algorithm to handle the boundaries. This means that the results for the
largest and smallest radii cannot be trusted, though this is outside of the region of interest for the caustic
feature.
Figure 3.4 shows the mean radial velocity vs. cluster-centric radius with a logarithmic scale along the
x-axis for comparison (left) and the mean dlogρ/dlogr with the same logarithmic scale (right). Note that
the boundary of the mean parent halo in the left image is at approximately R ≈ 1.5 Rvir, which roughly
corresponds to the minimum seen in the image on the right. However, by itself, this does not necessarily
demonstrate a connection with the splashback radius.
To definitively link the two features with each other, we utilized the fact that Vrad ≈ 0 at the splashback
radius. If the minimum seen in the local density slope is related to the splashback radius, then the feature
should grow larger when only including particles with small Vrad, as a larger percentage of the particles
involved are at the splashback radius.
Figure 3.5 displays a density profile and local density slope computed by filtering the particles by their
Vrad. Each color represents a different maximum limit to the |Vrad|/Vmax ratio; particles whose |Vrad| is
above that maximum are discarded. As this limit is decreased towards zero, we anticipate that the caustic
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Figure 3.4: This left image plots the mean radial velocity vs. cluster-centric radius for all halos with a mass
of at least 1014 M with a logarithmic scale along the x-axis. The right image plots the mean dlogρ/dlogr for
all halos. The caustic feature coincides with the turnaround radius as seen by Diemer & Kravtsov (2014).
Figure 3.5: This left image plots the mean radial velocity vs. cluster-centric radius for all halos with a mass
of at least 1014 M with a logarithmic scale along the x-axis. The right image plots the mean dlogρ/dlogr
for all halos. As the limit on |Vrad| is decreased towards zero, the slope of the density profile increases in
magnitude thus increasing the size of the caustic feature.
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feature will increase in magnitude. The density profile on the left demonstrates that the slope at about
R ≈ 2 Rvir becomes steeper as we place smaller limits on the maximum |Vrad|/Vmax. The local density
slope profile on the right shows how the minimum increases in magnitude as the maximum |Vrad|/Vmax
decreases. This demonstrates a firm connection between the splashback radius and the caustic feature in
the local density slope, as the particles at the splashback radius are at R ≈ 1.5 Rvir and have Vrad ≈ 0.
3.3 Conclusions
We presented a simple analysis that demonstrated the caustic feature seen by Diemer & Kravtsov (2014) in
simulations increases in magnitude when we apply radial velocity filters to the data that omit other particles
but leave those at the splashback radius due to their radial velocity being ∼0. This establishes a connection
between the caustic feature and the splashback radius beyond both being present at approximately the same
radius of R ≈ 1.5 − 2.0 Rvir. This connection helped motivate the analysis in Adhikari et al. (2014) that
modeled the location of the splashback radius as a way to connect the position of the caustic feature and
the accretion rate of the cluster.
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CHAPTER 4
TIDAL STRIPPING OF RECENTLY
ACCRETED SUBHALOS
4.1 Introduction
The properties of galaxies of a fixed luminosity or stellar mass depend strongly on their environment, as
discussed in Chapter 1.2. Isolated, low-density environments tend to have a larger fraction of galaxies that
are actively forming stars, whereas high density environments like clusters tend to have a larger fraction of
quiescent galaxies. One of the prevailing theories of the cause of this change comes from galaxies and their
halos being impacted by accretion into the larger halo of the cluster.
Upon entering a cluster, a halo is influenced by several different effects. One of these effects is tidal
stripping, where the matter weakly bound to the subhalo is stripped away from the subhalo and eventually
becomes virialized in the parent halo. This mass loss creates a tidal tail behind the subhalo of the stripped
matter. In principle, this tidal tail could be visible due to the fact that stars and gas are also stripped away
in this process. However, the signal from any one galaxy is usually too weak to be observed and does not
provide a statistical understanding of the average content of a tidal tail.
Observing this tidally stripped matter could provide insight into the presence of young stars in the
interstellar medium of clusters. Furthermore, studying the presence of these tidal tails could provide a
better understanding of the timescales involved in the virialization of matter as it enters a cluster. We
explore the possibility of stacking together a large number of recently accreted subhalos as a way to boost
the signal from their tidal tails so that it may be observed.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Data Selection
We used data from the Bolshoi simulation for this analysis. While the Multidark simulation covers a much
larger region, our statistics will be limited by the number of particles in the stacked tidal tails. The Multidark
simulation would allow for a much larger number of subhalos to be stacked, but each tidal tail would consist
of correspondingly fewer particles. Thus, the Bolshoi simulation was chosen instead due to its superior time
resolution facilitating a better estimate of the accretion rate.
To be able to stack a large number of similar halos, we need to define halos that are “similar”. First, we
will use subhalos whose peak maximum circular velocity is between 125 km s−1 and 275 km s−1. While this
is a large range, this was done to maximize our sample size and thus our ability to see this effect. These are
all galaxy-sized halos, and studies have shown that the peak maximum circular velocity is the best quantity
to use in subhalo abundance matching models that pair halos with their corresponding galaxies (Reddick et
al., 2013). More details regarding these abundance matching techniques are given in Chapter 1.6.1. Second,
we choose subhalos that are accreted into clusters with a virial mass between 1014 M and 4×1014 M. This
was specifically chosen to exclude the few most massive clusters from potentially influencing our results.
Third, we need to subselect only those halos that have recently accreted into their present-day parent halo.
Thus, we choose only those halos that were accreted at a scale factor between 0.96 and 1.0. To avoid any
complications caused by abnormal halo histories, we also remove all halos that have been accreted into other
structures before, leaving only those halos that were isolated for all time before this first accretion.
4.3 Techniques Used in Stacking Halos
The effect that we are looking for is orientation-dependent, which means that we need to rotate the data
from each subhalo so that their tidal tails overlap before averaging them together. The best property to use
for this orientation would be the halos’ velocity vectors; we could rotate each halo such that their velocity
vectors overlap and look for a tidal tail in the opposite direction. However, measuring the velocity of halos
precisely is only possible for the velocity component along the line of sight; subhalos moving in such a
direction would have tidal tails overlapping the subhalo itself in observations and thus are not suitable for
this study. However, the long axis of a cluster tends to be preferentially aligned with filaments that feed
accretion into a cluster (Kasun & Evrard, 2005). This means that we can rotate the subhalos such that their
three axes overlap the three principal axes of a cluster.
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The moment of inertia tensor can accurately characterize the shape of a halo using the distribution of
particles (Hahn et al., 2007; Bett et al., 2007). The moment of inertia tensor I is defined as
Ijk ≡ m
∑
i=1
(r2i δjk − xi,jxj,k), (4.1)
where m is the particle mass, ri ≡ (xi,1, xi,2, xi,3) is the distance of the i-th particle from the halo’s center of
mass, and δj,k is the Kronecker delta. The resulting eigenvectors define a uniform ellipsoid whose axes are
those of the halo itself. The resulting eigenvalues define the moments of inertia for rotation around that axis.
The eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue, which corresponds to the largest axis of the halo, is labeled x.
The eigenvector with the next largest eigenvalue is labeled y. The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue,
which corresponds to the smallest axis of the halo, is labeled z.
As most accretion into clusters happens along filaments, we can include the impact of these filaments by
computing the moment of inertia tensor for all matter that is within a few virial radii of the parent halo’s
center. We perform our analysis for three different moment of inertia tensors for each parent halo. One
includes only the matter that is within the parent halo itself (all particles that are within 1 virial radius of
the parent halo’s center). The two others include all matter that is within 2 virial radii and 3 virial radii of
the parent halo’s center. This can produce a more accurate result by including the filaments that feed the
cluster in the moment of inertia tensor that orients the halos.
Using this procedure, we can then rotate the particle data for each of the subhalos that we are studying
to this coordinate system. From here, we can project the density distribution to compute surface density
maps for all possible combinations of principal axes: the (x,y), (x,z), and (y,z) planes. Given that a larger
fraction of subhalos are accreted along the largest axis of the halo, we expect the signal from the tidal tails
to be primarily oriented along this axis. This would correspond to an excess of matter along the x axis
compared to the z axis.
However, seeing any possible excess requires that the average density profile of the cluster itself be
removed, as the vast majority of the particles in the map are those associated with the cluster itself. Fur-
thermore, we know that galaxy clusters are most dense at their centers, so any correlation between the
cluster’s center and our choice of principal axes could create a false positive for the tidally stripped matter.
The data we use does not track the halo membership of each particle, which means that the average density
of the cluster needs to be removed in some other fashion. To do so, we use a similar method of background
subtraction as detailed in Chapter 2.3.2. For each subhalo, we also compute the surface density profile
around the antipodal point in the cluster. This surface density profile is then rotated by 180◦ to ensure
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Figure 4.1: The excess surface density map centered on the stacked subhalos for a variety of cases using
eigenvectors generated from 3D cluster density profiles. The color scale is in units of particles/kpc2. From left
to right, they represent the x-y plane, the x-z plane, and the y-z plane. From top to bottom, they represent
moments of inertia computed using particles that are within 1/2/3 virial radii of the cluster center. An
excess of matter along the x and y axes compared to the z axis is evident in the bottom row.
that the relevant backgrounds overlap. For example, a subhalo that is to the right of the cluster’s center (in
our eigenvector coordinate system) will have a region of higher density on the left-hand side of the surface
density map that corresponds to the cluster’s center. The antipodal point will see a region of higher density
on the right-hand side of the surface density map. By rotating the background density map by 180◦, the
regions corresponding to the cluster’s center now overlap. This means that the difference between the two
surface density profiles shows only the excess matter correlated with the stacked subhalo centers.
We bin the data in 32 equally spaced bins between -1 Mpc and 1 Mpc. The resulting difference surface
density map is seen in Figure 4.1. When using only particles within the cluster’s virial radius (top), there
is no obvious asphericity to the halo. When using particles that are within two virial radii (middle) of the
cluster’s center, there is a slightly aspherical shape to the projected density on the x-z and y-z planes. This
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Figure 4.2: An image that represents the technique we used to quantify the overdensity along the horizontal
axis as opposed to the vertical axis. The bins along the 45◦ angles and those outside of a radius of 1 Mpc
are represented by green and are not used. The colors represent the four different radial bins that are used,
with the red/yellow colors as positive and the blue colors as negative.
becomes more evident when using all particles that are within three virial radii (bottom) of the cluster’s
center. We would anticipate this effect if the length scales for the X and Y axis were comparable to each
other, with the Z axis being significantly smaller. When we compute these length scales using the eigenvalues
of the moment of inertia tensor, this is indeed the case:
We must create a measure that allows us to quantify how much extra matter there is along one axis as
opposed to another. This can be done by drawing lines at 45◦, creating an “×” overlaying the image as
seen in Figure 4.2. Subtracting the surface density of the top and bottom wedges from the surface density
of the left and right wedges produces a quantitative result of the overdensity along one axis as opposed to
another. This measure, however, is still very noisy. We can reduce the noise dramatically by binning the
results into a small number of radial bins based on the distance of the points from the center of the subhalo
stack. We chose four different bins with edges every 250 kpc. The bin edges are visible in Figure 4.2, with
each different color representing a different radial bin. We take the average of the surface density values for
every pixel whose center lies within the radial bin to compute the average surface density difference for each
of the four bins.
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Figure 4.3: A comparison of the mean excess surface density map for a variety of cases. The image on the
top-left shows the result created by using randomly chosen eigenvectors. The image on the top-right shows
the result created by using the x-y eigenvectors computed using all particles within three virial radii of the
cluster’s center. The images on the bottom represent the same case as the top-right but instead displaying
the results of the x-z plane (left) and the y-z plane (right).
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This allows us to compute the overdensity along one axis compared to the other axis as a function of
radius. However, to ensure that any result seen is statistically significant we need to estimate the size of
the statistical noise from our limited sample size. Our chosen method uses randomly generated pairs of
perpendicular eigenvectors. In the limit of an infinitely large sample, orienting subhalos using randomly
chosen perpendicular eigenvectors should produce a perfectly circular surface density profile and thus a zero
overdensity as seen in Figure 4.3, which compares the mean of randomly chosen eigenvectors to the mean
from the eigenvalues associated with the actual cluster. Thus, any observed overdensity along one axis as
opposed to another when using random eigenvectors must be purely a result of statistical noise. Therefore,
we can generate results and error bars for randomly chosen eigenvectors as a way to estimate our error
around zero due to our limited sample size. If the resulting error bars for our normal analysis overlap those
from our random analysis, then we cannot state with confidence that an observed asymmetry is not a result
of a limited sample size.
To create our random result, we randomly generate 100 pairs of perpendicular eigenvectors for each
cluster. This is done instead of using a single pair to avoid the possibility that the single randomly generated
eigenvector happened to be oriented along the principal axes of the cluster. While this is a possibility for
any single randomly generated eigenvector, the likelihood of this occurring for a large number of these
100 eigenvector pairs is much smaller. From this set of eigenvectors, we use a bootstrapping technique to
generate a range in the overdensity for our set of clusters. This technique is analogous to the one discussed
in Chapter 1.6.2 except that as we sample each randomly chosen subhalo we also randomly select one of the
hundred eigenvector pairs associated with that subhalo. This ensures that the sample size used to generate
the random results is exactly the same as the one used to generate our oriented results.
4.4 Differences in Average Surface Density
With these results from randomized eigenvectors as a point of comparison, we can now look at the average
surface density differences for each of the four radial bins. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the results of this analysis.
Note that there is no statistically significant result for the figure representing eigenvalues computed using all
particles within the cluster itself. However, as we look at the data for the eigenvalues including all particles
within 2 virial radii and 3 virial radii of the cluster’s center, there is a statistically significant departure for
the bins representing 250-500 kpc and 500-750 kpc for both planes involving the z axis (the largest axis of
the halo).
This process is dependent on having three-dimensional density data for the cluster to generate its principal
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of the average surface density difference for each of the four radial bins. The error
bars for all cases were computed using a bootstrapping technique discussed in this chapter and Chapter
1.6.2. From left to right, they represent moments of inertia computed using particles that are within 1/2/3
virial radii of the cluster center. There is an evident excess seen in the cases corresponding to 2 and 3 virial
radii.
axes. Gravitational lensing could theoretically be used to map out an average surface density profile projected
across the plane of the sky. However, it is not possible to produce a 3D map from such observations. It
is thus only theoretically possible to map out the major and minor axes of the projected cluster. This will
make the signal significantly more difficult to detect, especially for clusters whose major axes lie along the
line of sight.
We choose three different viewing angles: the perpendiculars to the x-y, the x-z, and the y-z planes of the
Bolshoi simulation. This ensures that our results are not an aberration based on the choice of viewing angle.
For each plane, we use two-dimensional data to compute three 2D moment of inertia tensors, each oriented
using all matter within 1/2/3 virial radii. These major and minor axes are used to align the subhalos using
the same process as in the 3D case. Figure 4.5 demonstrates the result. Note that the stacked subhalo profile
seems notably more spherical than in the 3D case.
Using the same analysis that was applied before, we can compute the average surface density difference
for each of the four radial bins. Note that each of the three planes has its own result created from randomly
generated eigenvalues, as in principle the results could differ depending on the viewing angle. The top
row of Figure 4.6 demonstrates the results of this analysis. The signal is much smaller than when using
three-dimensional data, and is often only present for some of the choices of viewing angles.
Using three-dimensional data, we found that there was an excess of matter along the largest axis of the
parent halo. This excess is of limited statistical significance when computed using only projected data. In
the interest of improving the significance of our results, we consider the following. A cluster whose largest
principal axis is clearly visible in projection should still have a notable excess along this axis even when using
projected data. However, a cluster where this axis lies along the line of sight will likely only add noise to our
calculation, as clusters which appear circular in projection are likely to have their largest principal axis along
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Figure 4.5: As Figure 4.1, except using eigenvectors generated from 2D projected cluster density profiles.
The assymmetries are much less significant than in the 3D case.
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Figure 4.6: As Figure 4.4, except using projected data rather than 3D data. From left to right, the plots use
moments of inertia computed with particles that are within 1/2/3 virial radii of the cluster center. From
top to bottom, the plots use no limit placed on the cluster’s minimum eigenvalue, a limit of 0.4 placed on
the cluster’s minimum eigenvalue, and a limit of 0.2 placed on the cluster’s minimum eigenvalue.
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the line of sight. In addition, these clusters that appear to be circular do not have strongly-defined major
and minor axes, which means that the correlation between the moment of inertia tensor and the subhalo’s
velocity is weaker. We postulate that by removing these clusters and viewing only those clusters that appear
oval in projection, the remaining clusters should contain halos with stronger signals.
We did so by placing a limit on the minimum eigenvalue of the moment of inertia tensor. If the minimum
eigenvalue is above a specified value, then the cluster is discarded. The cost of doing so is a smaller number
of halos to analyze and thus weaker statistics. We chose to limit the minimum eigenvalue to a maximum
of 0.2 and 0.4, producing the last two rows of Figure 4.6. While there are cases where the signal is much
stronger, there is no signal that is both large and consistent through our choice of three viewing angles. The
number of clusters remaining after this filter is simply not large enough to produce a consistent statistically
significant result.
4.5 Conclusions
We analyzed data from the Bolshoi simulation to look for tidal tails from stacked subhalos and demonstrated
that there is an excess of matter aligned along the major axis of a cluster when using full three-dimensional
data in constructing the moment of inertia tensor. This excess is likely due to a combination of the stretching
of subhalos as they enter a cluster as well as a tidal tail of matter that has been stripped away from the
subhalos. However, it is not possible to construct a three-dimensional map of a cluster’s mass in observations.
At best, a projected density map can be computed. When using projected particle data to compute the major
axis of the clusters, the excess became notably more difficult to detect and was often dependent on which
of our three projections we used. Even when filtering away the clusters that appear circular in projection,
the signal was still too dependent on the choice of projection to be able to draw a reliable conclusion from
in observations.
Generating a reliable signal from this subset of clusters requires a larger number of particles to work with,
as it is both the number of clusters used and the number of particles in each bin that limit the statistics of
our results. Increasing the number of clusters while keeping the total number of particles constant will not
produce a more accurate result. Instead, we need a simulation with a larger number of particles. Data for
the MDPL and SMDPL simulations are becoming available and will help resolve this issue, as each one uses
38403 particles instead of 20483: about 6.6 times as many particles. Future work could repeat this analysis
on the new data to see if a consistent and statistically significant result can be found in projection.
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CHAPTER 5
SUPPRESSION OF HALO GROWTH
RATES BEFORE ACCRETION
5.1 Introduction
Halos within larger structures behave notably differently than those that are isolated. In particular, isolated
halos tend to slowly accrete matter around them, growing in mass and size. However, subhalos tend to slowly
lose matter at their exteriors due to tidal stripping by the larger object that they are a part of (Knebe et
al., 2006). Behroozi et al. (2014) recently found that the effect, however, does not begin at the moment that
a halo becomes accreted into a larger one. Instead, the peak mass of an infalling halo occurs at ∼1.8Rvir of
the final host halo at z = 0. This roughly corresponds to the radius of ∼1.4Rvir where tidal forces from the
future host make orbits of particles at the virial radius of the infalling halo unstable (Hahn et al., 2009). It
is also roughly at this radius where smooth accretion and minor mergers end.
However, this halting of accretion and minor mergers is not sudden; the transition from a growing halo
mass to a roughly constant halo mass happens gradually. This means that the infalling halos are impacted
by the presence of the nearby cluster at radii larger than ∼1.8Rvir, as at some larger radius the accretion
rate must begin to drop relative to a similar halo that is not falling into a larger structure. Comparing the
accretion rate of infalling halos to similar halos that always remain isolated could allow us to determine the
distance from a cluster that the cluster’s presence begins to have a significant impact on the accretion rate
of halos within its environment.
Knowing this distance is important as it could provide insight regarding the unresolved issue of quenching
discussed in Chapter 1.2. First, it is well-known that satellite galaxies quench after accretion into a cluster
(Wetzel et al., 2012; Woo et al., 2013). However, this galaxy quenching effect exists outside of the virial
radius of clusters (Wetzel et al., 2013, 2014; Braglia et al., 2009). It is not entirely clear if quenching is
triggered by an event or if it is a more gradual process. Furthermore, it is not clear if the effect seen on the
outside of clusters comes from the cluster influencing its environment or from halos that pass through the
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cluster and are then observed on the exterior of clusters. Better understanding the effect that cluster-sized
halos have on their environment could provide insight into this question, particularly through defining the
cluster-centric radius where a cluster-sized halo begins to suppress the accretion of an infalling halo.
5.2 Data Selection
For this analysis, we use the Rockstar merger trees that were generated for the Bolshoi simulation (Behroozi
et al., 2013a). Because we are interested in the evolution of halos over the entire simulation, we choose only
those halos that still exist at z = 0 and trace them through time by following their most massive progenitor
as we look back each step in time. We generate a parent halo catalog by selecting all halos whose present
day mass is larger than 1014 M. We generate a future subhalo catalog by selecting all halos that were at
one point a substructure of a halo within our parent halo catalog. We generate an isolated halo catalog by
selecting all halos that have never throughout their history been substructure of another halo. While this
is a very restrictive requirement, our sample is statistically limited by our subhalos, not our isolated halos.
This means that we can afford to be selective when choosing our isolated halos, as we will often have an
order of magnitude or more isolated halos than subhalos for any case we study.
The goal of this analysis is to study the impact of future accretion on the growth rate of halos. The
ideal way to study this would be to compare the mass history of two halos that are exactly the same except
that one eventually accretes into a cluster and the other always remains isolated. However, doing so in
the context of a larger simulation is impossible, as no two halos are exactly the same. Instead, we pick a
specific scale factor that is long before any of the accretion times that we wish to study, and select a set
of halos that we categorize as similar to each other. In our case, we select all halos and future subhalos in
the catalogs that have a maximum circular velocity between 75 km s−1 and 100 km s−1 at a scale factor
of 0.25. The choice of 75 km s−1 as our minimum maximum circular velocity comes from the fact that the
Bolshoi simulation can only resolve halos with a maximum circular velocity of at least ∼55 km s−1, and we
do not want our results to be strongly affected by the resolution limits of the simulation. The choice of 0.25
as our scale factor where we define equivalence comes from the fact that it is more than 5 gigayears before
the earliest scale factor of accretion that we study.
We choose a set of five different scale factors of accretion: 0.65, 0.725, 0.80, 0.875, and 0.95. We
then create five different subhalo subsets: one for each of these accretion scale factors. The scale factors
of accretion were chosen specifically to ensure that there is no overlap between the five different subhalo
subsets. For each subset, we select all halos that first accreted into their present-day parent halo within ±
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0.5 Gyr of the specified scale factor. We then reject all halos that had been substructure of another halo for
any other timestep, including those halos that had been substructure for multiple parent halos throughout
their lifespan.
For each one of these subhalo subsets, we look at the halo properties for five different scale factors: 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 gigayears before the scale factor of accretion. Note that we look at every halo in our subset at
the same scale factor despite the fact that their scale factors fall within a 1 gigayear range. This means that
each one of these viewing scale factors corresponds to a range of ± 0.5 Gyr before accretion.
5.2.1 Local Density
The final step in creating our subsets of isolated halos and future subhalos is subselecting them by the local
density at each viewing scale factor. We know that the accretion rate for any halo will be dependent on
the density of the area around it. In general, we expect that future subhalos will be in regions of larger
local density than halos that always remain isolated. Because of this, we need to apply a local density filter
to the halos so we know the effect we observe is not dependent on the changing local density. This should
then leave the future accretion as the primary source of any difference we observe between the isolated halo
accretion rate and the future subhalo accretion rate.
To compute the background density, we started with the density on a 10243 mesh for a limited number
of scale factors based on the data available: 1.0003, 0.9823, 0.8923, 0.8623, 0.8323, 0.8143, 0.8023, 0.7723,
0.7423, 0.7123, 0.6823, 0.6643, 0.6523, 0.6223, 0.5923, 0.5803, 0.5623, 0.5563, 0.5383, 0.5323, 0.5163, 0.4983,
0.4803, 0.4563, 0.4143, 0.4023, 0.3963, 0.3543, 0.3363, 0.2823, 0.2763, 0.2463, 0.2103, 0.1803, 0.1383, 0.0843.
From there, we reduced the data to a 2563 mesh and smoothed the data using a gaussian kernel with a
standard deviation of 2-3 Mpc. These values were chosen after experimenting with other smoothing scales
and determining that these two choices characterize the pattern seen in smoothing scales less then 2 Mpc
and greater than 3 Mpc, respectively. We then used a linear interpolation scheme to find the local density
at the positions of all of the halos for those specified timesteps. Finally, we then linearly interpolated the
local density between these scale factors to determine the local density at the timesteps for which we did
not have a density mesh. We found that the resulting local density is largely independent of whether the
interpolation occurs over the scale factors, the redshift, or the lookback time.
We choose a range of background densities by selecting an upper and lower bound that include the 68%
of subhalos closest to the mean of the subhalo subset. Simply applying these limits, however, results in a
biased sample. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the result of only applying upper and lower bounds to the isolated
halo and future subhalo subsets. Note how the distribution of isolated halos varies dramatically within the
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Figure 5.1: The images plot the number of halos vs. local density binned into 25 equally spaced bins between
0 and the maximum background density found by including only the 68% of subhalos closest to the median
background density. Note that the x and y axes change for each plot to accomodate the different background
densities at each time. The smoothing scales used to generate the top and bottom data sets were 2 and 3
Mpc, respectively. The left and right images have an accretion scale factor of 0.65 and 0.95, respectively.
Each color represents one of the 5 viewing scale factors. The isolated halos are represented with a solid
line and the subhalos are represented with a dashed line. Both sets of halos have had an upper and lower
bound set by the 68% of subhalos closest to the median background density. Note that within this range
the number of isolated halos is dramatically larger for lower background densities as opposed to higher
background densities, which biases our sample.
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indicated local density range. Using these subsets as-is biases our catalog because the mean background
density of isolated halos is lower than that of future subhalos+.
To resolve this issue, we binned the isolated halos and subhalos into 10 equally spaced bins between
the previously computed minimum and maximum densities (from the 68 % limits). We then determined
which bin had the smallest total number of halos in it and found the ratio fmin of isolated halos to future
subhalos in that bin. We then computed the ratio fbin of isolated halos to future subhalos for each of the
10 bins and compared it to fmin. In the cases where fbin > fmin, we randomly removed isolated halos from
the bin until fbin was as close to fmin as possible (while leaving all of the future subhalos in the bin). If
fbin < fmin, we instead randomly removed subhalos from the bin until fbin was as close to fmin as possible
(while leaving all of the always isolated halos in the bin). The bin that set fmin was left untouched. The
halos remaining in the bins once this process was completed for each bin now formed our final subset of
isolated halos and future subhalos. The isolated halos in this group were no longer strongly biased towards
lower local densities, which meant that the distribution of local densities for our isolated halos and future
subhalos were now nearly equal. This can be seen in Figure 5.2. From here, we have the isolated halo and
future halo subsets that we use when computing our result.
We then compute the accretion rate for these halo subsamples by computing the change in mass from 10
timesteps ahead of the current scale factor to 10 timesteps behind the current scale factor and dividing it by
the change in lookback time. The choice of 10 is arbitrary; we have found that our results are insensitive to
the specific number of timesteps chosen so long as it is at least 3 to avoid noise. We scale the accretion rate
for each halo by dividing it by the halo’s mass, as we expect that the accretion rate will be dependent on the
halo’s mass. We then use a bootstrap method as described in Chapter 1.6.2 to compute error bars for the
mean position of the halos. We use a bootstrap method analogous but not identical to the one described in
Chapter 1.6.2 to compute error bars for the ratio of the mean scaled accretion rate of future subhalos divided
by the mean scaled accretion rate of halos that will always remain isolated. For each random iteration, we
choose NS future subhalos and NI always isolated halos, where NS and NI are the total number of future
subhalos and future isolated halos in our sample, respectively. We then use these subsamples to create a
sample mean ratio of the scaled accretion rates. This is done instead of using N samples of the data set and
computing the mean of that subset.
This procedure is repeated 25 times: once for each combination of 5 different scale factors of accretion
and 5 different lookback times. The result of this analysis is seen in Figure 5.3. We find that the resulting
trend is strongly dependent on our choice of smoothing scale. A smoothing scale of 2 Mpc produces a sudden
decrease in the accretion rate at R ≈ 2Rvir, whereas a smoothing scale of 3 Mpc produces a smooth decrease
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Figure 5.2: As Figure 5.1, except that the halos have been further restricted using the method discussed in
the text to ensure that the background density distribution is the same for isolated halos and future subhalos
at each scale factor. This removes the bias in our sample due to differing mean local densities at the cost of
a significantly reduced sample size.
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Figure 5.3: The ratio of the scaled accretion rates vs. cluster-centric radius. The halo samples are chosen
as described in the text. The left image uses a smoothing scale of 2 Mpc, whereas the right image uses
a smoothing scale of 3 Mpc. The left image shows a sudden decrease in the accretion rate at R ≈ 2Rvir,
whereas the right image displays a smooth decrease in the accretion rate starting at R ≈ 3− 4Rvir.
in the accretion rate starting at R ≈ 3− 4Rvir. Larger smoothing scales reflect a trend similar to that seen
with a smoothing scale of 3 Mpc, whereas smaller smoothing scales reflect a trend similar to that seen with
a smoothing scale of 2 Mpc with significantly increased noise.
To better understand this trend and determine which result most accurately reflects the radius from a
future subhalo’s future parent where its accretion starts to be suppressed, we plot in Figure 5.4 the mean
mass of subhalo and isohalo sets over time. There is a clear statistically significant difference in the mass
before the time of accretion for aacc ≈ 0.65, though no such difference is visible for aacc ≈ 0.95. A difference
is visible for aacc ≈ 0.80 with a smoothing scale of 3 Mpc but not with a smoothing scale of 2 Mpc. Using
a larger smoothing scale makes the difference more pronounced, as expected from the result seen in Figure
5.3.
Figure 5.5 plots the mean concentration of subhalo and isohalo sets over time. The trend seen in this
case depends on the smoothing scale. For a smoothing scale of 2 Mpc, future subhalos do not change their
concentration before accretion relative to comparable isolated halos for aacc ≈ 0.65 and aacc ≈ 0.80. In
the case of aacc ≈ 0.95, future subhalos decrease their concentration before accretion relative to comparable
isolated halos before increasing shortly after accretion. For a smoothing scale of 3 Mpc, future subhalos
always increase their concentration before acccretion relative to comparable isolated halos.
Figure 5.6 plots the mean ratio of the concentration of subhalo and isohalo sets over time. The trend seen
in this case also depends on the smoothing scale. It is interesting to note that the decrease in concentration
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Figure 5.4: The images plot the mean mass of the chosen subhalo and isohalo sets over time. The smoothing
scales used to generate the left and right data sets were 2 and 3 Mpc, respectively. The top, middle,
and bottom images have accretion scale factors of 0.65, 0.80, and 0.95, respectively, as represented by the
vertical black lines in the figures. Each color represents one of the 5 viewing scale factors associated with
that accretion scale factor. Each subsample has been artificially offset by an integer number of orders of
magnitude so that they are all visible in the image, as the results for each subsample are all nearly identical.
The curve that continues straight represents the halos that always remain isolated, whereas the curve that
angles downward represents the subhalos. There is a clear, statistically significant difference in the mass
before the time of accretion for the top and middle-right images, though no such difference is visible for the
images on the bottom and middle-left. Using a larger smoothing scale makes the difference more pronounced,
as expected from the result seen in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: As Figure 5.4, except showing the mean concentration of the chosen subhalo and isohalo sets over
time. Each sample has been artificially offset by multiples of 10 so that they are all visible in the image. The
curve that continues straight represents the halos that always remain isolated, whereas the curve that angles
upward represents the subhalos. There is a clear, statistically significant difference in the concentration
before the time of accretion in all cases with a smoothing scale of 3 Mpc. It is worth noting that, for a
smoothing scale of 2 Mpc, the concentration decreases for the future subhalos in the case of aacc ≈ 0.95.
This contrasts with the trend seen in other images and is likely evidence of a systematic effect.
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Figure 5.6: As Figure 5.5, except showing the mean concentration ratio of the chosen subhalo and isohalo
sets over time (colored lines) and the fraction of future subhalos in the sample that are substructure at each
time (black lines). Each sample has been artificially offset so that they are all visible in the image. The
fraction of future subhalos that are currently substructure starts at 0.0, rises to 1.0, decreases for a time, and
then slowly increases again. Note how the decrease in concentration coincides with a substantial fraction of
the subhalos passing through their parent halo and exiting its virial radius. Even for those halos accreted
as early as a = 0.65, nearly half remain isolated by a = 1.0.
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after accretion coincides with a substantial fraction of the subhalos passing through their parent halo and
exiting its virial radius. Even for those halos accreted as early as a = 0.65, nearly half remain isolated by
a = 1.0.
5.3 Future Steps
Both of our choices of smoothing scales seem too large; however, it is difficult to generate a statistically
meaningful sample for smoothing scales of 1 Mpc and smaller. This is due to the lack of isolated halos at
the same local density as the subhalos. The next step is to find a model for the accretion rate of always
isolated halos as a function of the local density, the isolated halo mass, and the scale factor. Using the Bondi
accretion rate for such a model has proven to be inaccurate in our tests. By producing such a model, we
then no longer have any need to filter our subhalo and isolated halo sample by the local density to ensure
that their local densities are comparable. Instead, we can compare the results of our subhalo sample to the
results anticipated by our model generated using only halos that are always isolated. The radius where the
model begins to overestimate the accretion rate is the radius where the environment around the cluster has
begun to suppress the future subhalo’s accretion.
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